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NORTHERN AUDIO 

FAIR 

LIST OF EXHIBITORS 

Electronic Music 

Starting Nature Recording 

LONDON ROUNDABOUT 

PLUS— Test Bench, 
Music Reviews, 

.Cross Talk, 
New Products. 

iecond class posiagc paid at New York Post Office N.Y. 
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BASF announce the 

first complete range 

of Low Noise 

Compact Cassettes 

v0"*: 
-120 

C60 .17/6* ^ 

C90 25/-* 

C120 .33/6* 
*Recommended Retail Prices (inc. tax) 

NO INCREASE IN PRICE BUT A DEFINITE 

INCREASE IN QUALITY. 

This comprehensive range is available NOW 

at your local dealer. 

BASF United Kingdom Limited, 5a Gillespie Road. London N.5 • Tel: (01) 226 2011 
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ALL LEADING MAKES AVAILABLE 
Akai, Ampex, B & O. Brenell, Elizabethan, Ferguson, Ferrograph, Grundig, 
Loewe-Opta, National, Nusound, Philips, Reps., Sanyo, Sharp, Sony, Tandberg, Tele- 
funkcn, Truvox, Uher, Van Der Molen, Vortexion. Wyndsor, etc., together with a 

wonderful range of Tape Accessories. 

THIS EQUIPMENT 

AMI 
SPECIALBSTS 

See, hear and compare the complete 
range of Akai Stereo Tape Recorders. 
Our experienced staff arc able to give 
expert advice and also demonstrate the many outstanding features of this won- 
derful range of equipment. 

MODEL I7I0W-4 track. 3 speed 
complete stereo recorder. 
A FEW AVAILABLE AT _ OUR SPECIAL PRICE OF £89.10.0 
(Manufacturer's list price £109.17.3) 

Ml 

jk 

H 

Come to The Tape Recorder Centre, the largest show- 
rooms in Great Britain devoted exclusively to Tape 
Recorders and Tape Recording Equipment. Whether 
you are interested in a general purpose upe recorder or a 
de luxe professional machine, the staff of The Tape Recorder 
Centre will be pleased to give you the benefit of their many 
years experience of selling everything in 'Tape.' Every 
make and model of tape recorder is available for immediate 
demonstration. Make your choice at The Tape Recorder 
Centre and be certain of purchasing the machine that is 
ideally suited to your individual requirements. 
Remember—the Tape Recorder Centre Showrooms are 
the onfy showrooms in Great Britain specialising 
exclusively in the sales and service of tape recorders. 

• Over 100 Models on Display 
• Expert Staff—Expert Advice 
• Easiest Hire Purchase Terms 
• Generous Part Exchanges 
• Free After Sales Servicing 

Only one minute from Holborn Tube Station—Half-day Saturday 
WE OPERATE A PERSONAL EXPORT SCHEME 

SAVING UP TO 20% ON LIST PRICE 

TMR 
RECORDER CENTRE 

*PART OF THE NuSnuniJ ORGANISATION 

THE TAPE RECORDER CENTRE LTD. 82 HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.t. TELEPHONE: CHAncery 7401/8354 
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Model 3232 

LOOK! a Ferguson stereo recorder with 

track transfer and 2nd channel monitoring. 

This sophisticated 3-speed {-track Stereo Tape Recorder is packed with 
special features - much more than you could expect for the money. It 
has 7" reels and accommodates standard pre-recorded tapes. Employ- 
ing all transistor circuits it is, in effect, two recorders and replay 
amplifiers independently controllable and integrated to provide 
stereophonic recording and reproduction. Housed in an attractive 
teak veneered cabinet with transparent lid. 
• Twin all transistor amplifiers • 3 speeds, 7" spools play up to 17 hours on double play 
tape (mono) • Automatic end of tape stops • Clutched dual concentric controls • Input 
mixing facilities . Latching pause control • Calibrated meter record indicators 
• Monitoring while recording on built-in speakers • Track transfer on mono • Second 
channel monitoring • Comprehensive input and output sockets • Suitable extension 
loudspeaker available • Supplied complete with two dynamic microphones, reel of tape 
(1200'), take-up spool and connecting leads. 

Model 3232- £91.13s. 

LOOK! a Ferguson mono 

tape recorder with 3 speeds 

and input mixing. 
Outstanding value is offered by this 3 
speed 4-track mono Tape Recorder. With 
3-Watts audio output onspeechandmusic, 
interlocking controls that prevent ac- 
cidental 'wiping' of tapes, a metal foil 
operated automatic stop and a solenoid 
operated remote pause control. The unit 
incorporates a new symmetrical motor 
with low hum field and extensive signal 
head shielding reduces mains hum to 
minimum. The cabinet is attractively 
veneered in teak with a transparent lid. 

Model 3216- £64.19s. 
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Model 3238 

LOOK! a new Ferguson portable 

tape recorder. 

A 3-speed, 4-track Tape Recorder with 7" spools, presented 
in black leathercloth with a teak-veneered loudspeaker 
grille. A removable cover at the rear provides access to in- 
put and output sockets, storage space for mains lead and 
microphone, etc. 

• Four tracks, 3 speeds, 7" spools play up to 17 hours on double play tape 
• Automatic end of tape stop • Input mixing controls • Remote control from 
microphone • Latching pause control • Double track replay • Monitoring 
while recording • Meter record level indicator • 4-digit, push-button 
position indicator • Graduated dials on rotary controls • Tape editing 
index • Comprehensive input and output sockets • Powered socket for 
accessories • Microphone with remote control switch • 1200 ft LP tape, 
take-up spool and connecting lead included. 

Model 3238- Jt58.11s. 

A wide range of accessories are available for 

all Ferguson Tape Recorders. 

To: British Radio Corporation Ltd. 
284 Southbury Road, Enfield, Middlesex 
Please send me your free full- colour fact-filled leaflets 
about Ferguson Tape Recorders. 

I 

Name_ 
BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE 

Address- 

_L THORN British Radio Corporation .s a member ot The Thorn Group T.27 

Fine! It's a FERGUSON 
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Ferguson make'more for 

your money' 

tape recorders 
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LOOK! a superb compact Ferguson Cassette Recorder 

This Ferguson Cassette Recorder is the enthusiasts 
sketch-book and enables you to pick up material for 
transfer later to the tapes in your library. It is housed 
in a cabinet moulded from high impact material in 
black, contrasted with light grey and has a silver 
coloured metal grille. This machine is battery powered 
utilising the new instant loading 'Compact Cassette'. 
It may also be used to reproduce 'Musicassette' pre- 
recorded tapes monophonically. It has simple piano 
type keys for tape motion control and a dynamic 
microphone with remote stop/start control. It is 
powered by 5 HP 11 type cells and a socket is provided 
for external power supply. The dimensions of this 
recorder are: Length SJ", width 5", depth 2£" and it 
weighs only lbs. 
Model 3236 £26.148. 

• Moulded black cabinet with light grey contrast and silver 
coloured metal grille. 

»Ideal for indoor and outdoor use and as a dictating machine. 
' Simple piano keys for tape motion control. 
• Dynamic microphone with remote stop!start control. 
• The instant loading 'Compact Cassette' of tape provided,plays 
for one hour. 

' Meter level and battery condition indicator. 
' Will reproduce 'Musicassettes'. 
' Operates on five HP 11 batteries or external power supply. 
• Comprehensive input!output socket. 
' Supplied complete with remote control microphone, cassette of 
tape, radio connecting lead and muting plug. 

< Like all Ferguson tape recorders, the 3236 is British made. 

Fine! It's a FERGUSON 
THORN British Radio Corporation is a Member of The Thom Group. 
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Bang & Olufsen- 

for those who consider 

design and quality 

before piice. 

Bang & Olufsen audio equipment is made for those who consider design and quality 
first. There is a wide range of radios, record players, amplifiers, loudspeakers and 
radiograms, all designed to give unprecedented pleasure to ear and eye. Your B & 0 
dealer will advise you how to start a system that will give you enjoyment for the years 
ahead. Here is just one selection. 

1 '   ' 

SiiBHHHiSiiiSSSSB 
BEOMASTER 1400K 

BEOGRAM 1000 BE0C0RD 1500 DE LUXE 

BEOMASTER 1400K A sophisticated 
and versatile five waveband stereo 
radio receiver/audio amplifier. Com- 
pletely modern in Danish styling, this 
new Beomaster is available with or 
without built-in pressure chamber 
loudspeakers—making it a complete 
table radio of the highest quality, or a 
central unit in a comprehensive stereo 
audio system. Five wavebands cover 
F.M.. Long. Medium. Shortwave 1 
(66—200m) and Shortwave 2 with 
bandspread (16—49). Special features 

include 4 pre-tunable pushbuttons in 
the F.M. waveband, giving instant 
programme selection, and a built-in 
decoder for stereo radio broadcasts. 
Facilities for using gramophone, tape 
recorder and two sets of stereo loud- 
speakers via the high quality stereo 
amplifier, which gives an output of 15 
watts per stereo channel. Available in 
teak or rosewood finish, to match 
other equipment in the Bang SOIufsen 
range. Price £124. 0. Od.* 

BEOGRAM 1000 A stereo transcrip- 
tion turntable unit mounted on a 
suspended shockproof plinth and 
featuring the world famous ST/L 15° 
tone arm. hydraulic lowering device 
and SP7 cartridge with diamond 
stylus. Specially engineered speed 
selector with vernier adjustment. 
Available in teak or rosewood finish. 
Price £40.16. 0d.* 

BEOCORD 1500 DE LUXE stereo/ 
mono tape recording deck. Working 
through a quality radio/amplifier— 
such as Beomaster 1400—with tape 
recorder connexion, the Beocord 1500 
gives the facilities of a complete tape 
recording system. Available in teak or 
rosewood finish. £122.10. Od.* 

•Recommended retail price. 

Fully descriptive literature is available from your B & O dealer or direct from 
Bang & Olufsen United Kingdom Division, Eastbrook Road. Gloucester. Telephone: 0452 21591 
London Showrooms: 70/71 Welbeck Street. W.I. Telephone: 01 - 468 2144 
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HIGH FIDELITY CENTRES 

ILFORD & ESSEX 

85 100 ILFORD LANE, PIONEER 
MARKET, ILFORD, ESSEX 

(200 yds. Ilford Station—Half-day Thursday) 
Telephone: 01-478 2291 

NORTH LONDON 

242/4 PENTONVILLE ROAD, 
LONDON, N.I. 

(200 yds. King's Cross Station—Half-day Thurs.) 
Telephone: 01-837 8200 

KENT & S.E. LONDON 

36 LEWISHAM HIGH STREET. 
LONDON, S.E.13. 

(Opposite Chiesmans—Half-day Thursday) 
Telephone: 01-852 2399 

THIS EQUIPMENT 

AT ALL OUR 

CENTRES 

SPECIALISTS 

See, hear and compare the complete range of Sanyo 
Tape Recorders and Hi-Fi Equipment. Our experienced 
staff are able to give expert advice and also demonstrate 
the many outstanding features of this wonderful range. 

Model 999 (illuj.) 
Solid state, A track, 
3 speed stereo tape 
recorder, in teak case 
£120.0.0. 

All other Sanyo Tape 
Recorders and " Decks. 
Stereo Tuner Amplifiers 
and Hi-Fi Stereo Systems 
are in stock at all 

branches. 

O 
n 
r 
n 

EVERY LEADING 

MAKE AVAILABLE 

• EASIEST HIRE PURCHASE TERMS 

• GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES 

• FINEST AFTER SALES SERVICING 

• EXPERT STAFF AND EXPERT ADVICE 

Stockists of: Akai. Ampex, Arena. Armstrong, B. & O., Brenell, Oynatron, E.M.I.. 
Elizabethan, Ferguson. Ferrograph, Garrard, Goldring, Goodmans, Grundig. H.M.V., 
Hacker, Kel Leak. Loewe-Opta. National, NuSound. Ortofon, Philips, Quad, Reps. 
Rogers. Sanyo. Sony, Stereosound, Tandbcrg, Telefunken, Thorens, Truvox. Uhcr. 
Van Der Molen, Vortexion. Wharfedale, Wyndsor, etc. 
Every make and model of Hi-Fi Unit and Tape Recorder is available for immedi- 
ate demonstration by our specialist staff who will be delighted to assist you in 
selecting equipmen: to suit your individual requirements. Only from NuSound 
can you benefit from all these invaluable features—the most comprehensive 
range of equipment on display in the country, expert staff, free technical advice, 
immediate demonstration of any model and the finest after sales servicing 
available 

WE OPERATE A PERSONAL EXPORT SCHEME 
SAVING UP TO 20% ON LIST PRICE 

400 

At every NuSound showroom 
you'll find a wonderfully compre- 

^ hensive range of equipment 
backed by over 13 years' 

experience in this ever- 
growing and highly special- 

ised field—in which the 
NuSound repuution is 
" second to none 
Three NuSound Centres 
specialise in High Fidelity 
Equipment and Tape 
Recorders and the other 
four NuSound centres 

are devoted exclusively to 
Tape Recorders and Access- 

Visit any NuSound Centre 
and you'll be certain of 

100% Service and Satisfaction 

TAPE RECORDER CENTRES 

WEST END 

E. LONDON 

N.W.LONDON 

228 BISHOPSGATE. E.C.2. Tel.: 01-247 2609 
(Opp. Liverpool St. Stn.—Closed Sat. Open Sun. 10-2) 
82 HIGH HOLBORN. W.C.I. Tel.: 01-242-7401 

(200 yds. Kingsway—Half-day Saturday) 
2 MARYLAND STATION. E.I5. Tel.: 01-543 58/9 
(Adjacent Maryland Point Stn.—Half-day Thursday) 

360 KILBURN HIGH RD.. N.W.4.Tel.: 01-624 1656 
(Opp. Kilburn Tube Stn.—Half-day Thursday) 
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Snap-in sound 

At home... 

Our mains stereo recorder EL 3312 brings you all the 
exciting 3-dimensional sound realism of Musicassettes: 
Push-button controls include cassette ejector, fast wind 
and re-wind and pause. Playback or recording (on blank 

Compact Cassettes) is simply superb. 
Matching teak-finished loudspeakers are available. 

And the 3312 has socket facilities for microphone, radio, 
gramophone, amplifier and second recorder, too. 

ID 

Tm 
rz. 

 • 

And away... 

Our battery/mains cassette recorder 2205 is great for 
'music on the move'. In fact, you can play your favourite 

— from the bathroom to the 
beach. 

The 2205 gives 120 min- 
utes recording/playback from 
a single CI20 Compact 
cassette. It's small, light. 

i 

J * 
'ill', ■ ■ • , ' 

f 1 ' ' 1 * 1 e * 1 

' 

easy to carry. But the wide frequency range and high 
efficiency speaker give true big-recorder reproduction. 

The all-transistor amplifier 
needs no warm-up time. 

And Musicassettes or 
Compact Cassettes are 
loaded quick-as-a-flip. 

You've hundreds of Musicassettes to choose from ... 
There's a magnificent selection of pops and classics 

available on Musicassettes. They play as long as an EP or 
LP record. And they're permanent good value, because 
the tape, sealed in its dustproof cassette, can't get scratch- 
ed or broken. Special offer - 3 EPs for only 34/6 and the 
voucher packed with every Philips cassette recorder. 

Send for full colour brochure. 

PHILIPS 

Philips Electrical Limited, (Dept. TMC2), Century House, 
Shaftesbury Avenue, London W.C.2 
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K. J. ENTERPRISES for tapes 

CJ 

UP TO 30% OFF 

an 

EMI 

M 

^unDTo 

BRANDED TAPE 

BASF—EMI—GRUNDIG 

PHILIPS-SCOTCH 

AGFA 
Brand New, Fully Guaranteed and in normal manufacturer's pack 

LIST OUR 
STANDARD PLAY PRICE PRICE 

5" 600'"1 22 2 18/- 
51' 900' > Except Agla 29,5 24/- 
7" 1200'J 34,7 29/4 

LONG PLAY 
3" 210' Not Scotch 9 3 7/4 
3" 300' Scotch only 9,7 7/9 
4' 450' 14,9 12/- 
41' 600'BASF, Agla only 22/- 18/- 

•5' 900' 29/2 23 9 
•51" 1200' 34,5 29 6 
.7- 1800' 51,7 41/9 

84- 2400'BASF Scotch only74/- 59/4 
10' 3280'Agla only 85,9 48/9 
10' 3600'BASF only 94/4 77'4 
101' 4200' Agla. BASF onlyl 13/4 91/4 
SCOTCH DYNARANGE (L/P) 
5- 900' 328 24/3 
51'1200' 41/- 33/- 7" 1800' 58/1 44 4 
81'2400'(Metal Reel) 84 3 47/4 

BASF PES.3S L/P Low Noise 
5' 900' 34/10 29 9 
51"1200' 45,4 35 4 
7' 1800' 43/- 50,9 

10' 3600' 115/- 91/- 
Postage and Packing 2/6. 

U5T 
DOUBLE PLAY PRICE 
3- 300' Not Scotch 14/J 
3" 400' Scotch only l«/7 
4" 600' 24/- 
4i' 900' Ajla, BASF only 31/- 
5' 1200 ' 43/2 

•SJ" 1800 ' 56/11 
•T 2400' 79 - 
10' 4600'Asia only 140,9 
TRIPLE PLAY 
3' 450' Not Scotch 3" 600' Scotch only 
4" 900' 

•4J* 1200' Asia, BASF only 50/- 
5' 1800'Not Scotch 47/2 
SJ" 2400'\Asia, BASF 91/4 
7' 3600'/ only 114/4 

QUADRUPLE PLAY 
3' 600'I 
3i' 800' Kodak only 
4" 1200'J 

COMPACT CASSETTES C.60 17/4 
C.90 25/- 
C.I20 33/4 
GRUNDIG TAPE AVAILABLE ONLY 
WHERE MARKED WITH ASTERISK 

Order over £3 post Free. 

22 3 
24/10 40- 

37/- 
44,3 
44 4 

OUR 
PRICE 

11/4 
13/3 
21/- 
25/- 
35/- 
44/- 
43/4 

112/9 
18/- 19,9 
32/3 
40/3 
54/- 
73/4 
93/4 

29/4 
37/- 
51/4 

14/3 
20'3 
27/- 

OILFORD 

ILFORD-ZONAL TAPE 

40% OFF! 

NEW KJ SPECTACULAR! 
From the Motion Picture and Magnetic Products Division of ILFORD LTD.. 
we are proud to present a New Stupendous BARGAIN OFFER. Never before 
have you been offered such a breathtaking opportunity. ILFORD—ZONAL 
premium grade magnetic cape (extensively used by the B.B.C.) at a terrific reduction 
of 40%. Brand New, Boxed, Fully Guaranteed and complete with leaders trailers 
and scop foil. 

UNIQUE TO K.J. 
DESCRIPTION LIST ONE THREE SIX 

PRICE 
900' on 5' reel Long Play P.V.C. 29/1 17/4 50 4 94/- 

1200' on 51' reel Long Play P.V.C. 34/1 22 4 45 - 125 - 
1800' on 7' reel Long Play P.V.C. SI 4 29 4 84 - 145 - 
1200' on 5' reel Double Play (Polyester) 43/1 27,9 81/- 157/4 
1800' on 51' reel Double Play (Polyester) 54/1 34/- 105'- 204/- 
2400' on 7* reel Double Play (Polyester) 78/10 49 4 145 4 285/- 

Post and Packing 2 4. Orders over £3 Post Free. 

KODAK TAPE-30% OFF 
Brand new, fully guaranteed and in normal manufacturer's pack. Superb quality polyester base tape for top performance. Complete with full leader and stop foil 
TYPE DESCRIPTION UST PRICE ONE THREE SIX 
P.I50/I2 1200'Long Play on 51" reel 38 6 25/4 75/- 144;- 
P. 150/18 1800'Long Play on 7'reel 55/- 37/6 III/- 214/- 
P.200/16 I6S0'Double Play on SK reel 57/? 40/6 120/- 234/- 

POST & PACKING 2/6. ORDERS OVER £3 POST FREE. 

K. J. ENTERPRISES, (Dept. T), 17, The Bridge, 

Britain's premier mail-order audio specialists 
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and hi-fi discount bar gain s- 

UP TO 25% OFF 

CE 

TAPE RECORDERS 

and 

AUDIO EQUIPMENT 

By the following manufacturers: 
ACOUSTICAL ADC 
ARMSTRONG CELESTION 
DECCA EAGLE 
FERGUSON GARRARD 
GOODMANS GRAMPIAN 
KEF LEAK 
PHILIPS ROGERS 
SANYO SHURE 
SONOTONE THORENS 
WHARFEDALE 
and many others—send for FREE CATALOGUE 

AKG 
CONNOISSEUR 
ELAC 
COLORING 
GRUNDIG 
ORTOFON 
RESLO 
S.M.E. 
W.B. 

A 

NOW FROM KJ THE FULL RANGE OF 

MUSKAKETTH 
Available by Return Post. Send for 

Free Catalogue 

BARGAINS OF THE MONTH 

SONOTONE"SOLENT 
SAVE £6.IO.Od. on this SPEAKER SYSTEM 

99 

The fabulous bookshelf speaker system designed and manufactured by Plessey, one 
of the country's largest electronic groups. Acoustically designed two-speaker 
system with crossover network. 
THIS OFFER REMAINS OPEN ONLY WHILE STOCKS LAST! 
Technical Specification. 
Cabinet Size 14' X 9' X if 
Woofer 6f, 10.000 Gauss, 1' pole. 
Tweeter 3j' Acoustically loaded 
Frequency response 40—20,000 cps. 
Power Handling 12 watts. 
Impedance 8-15 Ohms. 
(4 Ohm if specified) 
Scandinavian-style finish. 

WHAT THE REVIEWERS SAID; 
" Recommended without reserva- 
tion for this category of Loud- 
speaker." David Phiilios and Donald 
Aldous. 
" Sonotone * Solent' deserve* to 
reach a wide Public." John Berwick. 
"A worthy member of the Hi-Fi 
family." R. L. West. 

ORIGINAL LIST PRICE £18. 0s. Od. 

OUR PRICE ONLY £11. IOs Od.! 

CARRIAGE 10/- EXTRA PER UNIT 

FINEST LOUDSPEAKER VALUE ANYWHERE! 

SPECIAL OFFER COMPACT CASSEHES 
MC. 60 and MC. 90 

ot HALF PRICE! 
Compact Cassettes with 60 and 90 minutes playing 
time. Brand New and packed in normal plastic library 
box. Available at this exceptional price. 

MC.60 MC.90 
I for 10/6 I for 14/- 
3 for 30 - 3 for 40/6 
6 for 55 6 6 for 78/- 

12 for 105/- 12 for 150 - 
Post and Packing 2/6. Orders over £3 Post Free 

m LCzn=f,J c*m 

Standard pattern to ft 
Philips, Stella, Elizabethan. 
Dansette, Sanyo, etc. 

Wealdstone, Middlesex. Tel. 01 -427 7758 

Return-of-post service on advertised lines 
0* 
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Akai X-IV Stereo Batt/Mains Tape Recorder. List 
price £169.7.11 

COMPLETE WITH ACCESSORIES 

Our price 129gns. 

; * 

a 

Sony 260 Stereo Tape Recorder. List price £116.5.2 

Our price £95 

Ampex 753 Stereo Tape Unit. List price £117.16.8 

Our price 91 gns. 
CASE EXTRA 7 gns. 

£. / 

/ ..,1 
r • * 

3 

Akai I7I0W Stereo Tape Recorder. List price 
£109.17.3 

Our price £89.10 

Don't miss 

this 

opportunity 

to choose 

from the 

biggest 

anywhere 

stocks at 

Pre-Budget 

prices! 

Large stocks secured before the budget enable 
us to offer a wide selection still at Pre-Budget 
prices, but even our big stocks can't last for 
ever. Make the most of the wide choice, come in 
and see them for yourself or write for lists now! 
H.P. Terms available. Your deposit will be 
one-third of our price, add one-tenth to the 
balance and divide by 12 for monthly 
payments. 
The equipment shown here represents only a 
small selection from the wide range of superb 
machines we have available for immediate 
delivery. 

SEND 

FOR 

LISTS NOW! 

R-E-W (EARLSFIELD) LTD. 
HEADQUARTER SHOWROOMS AND 
MAIL ORDER DEPT.. T.R.M., 266-8 UPPER 
TOOTING ROAD. LONDON. S.W.I7 

Tel.; 01-672 4471/2 and 9175 

WEST END SHOWROOMS. 146 CHARING 
CROSS ROAD, LONDON, W.I 

Tel.: 01-836 3365 (opposite Astoria Cinema) 

^STAR OFFER! 

SAVE OVER £13! 
Magnificent Philips EL 3310. Mains operated 
Cassette Tape Recorder, 2-track high quality 
slim-line model. List price £41.2.10—R.E.W.'s 
special price only 26 gns. or on interest free terms 
£9.2.0 deposit and 12 monthly payments of £1.10.4 
BUY NOW WHILE STOCKS LAST AT THIS 

PRICE! 

' 
at 

n 

Ferrograph 632 Stereo Tape Recorder. 

Pre-Budget price 126 gns. 
Also Pre-Budget price Model 634 at 132 gns. 

PHILIPS TAPE RECORDERS 

Available at Pre-Budget Prices! 
EL3302 Cassette Portable, current price £31.10.0 
OUR PRICE 23 gns. 
EL33I2 Stereo Cassette, current price £66.19.0 
OUR PRICE 55 gns. (Including Two Speakers.) 
N4304 Mains 2-Track, current price £33.2.10 
OUR PRICE 26 gns. 
EL3303 De luxe Cassette Tape Recorder, current 
price £37.5.9. OUR PRICE 29gns. 
N4306 Mains 4-Track, current price £56.1.8 OUR PRICE 44 gns. 
EL3S75 Stereo 4-Track, current price £101.19.4 
OUR PRICE 80 gns. 
N4408 Stereo Prof., current price £133.5.0 
OUR PRICE 105 gns. 

> Zr -Jl 

yA" ~v/ 

V 
Akai X-300 Stereo Tape Recorder. List price £263.18.3 

Our price 195 gns. 
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ound noise 

Tape recorders and tape recorfflng techniques 
have changed considerably over the last few years. 
The changes have not always been visible, but they 
have resulted in much improved sound quality. The 
increased sensitivity of modern tape recorders has 
made it necessary to improve the quality of magnetic 
tape itself. 

Philips new High Fidelity Low Noise tape is our 

solution. Tape with a remarkably low noise level. 
It's all due to the new magneticqxide we've developed. 

It gives you clearer, more brilliant recordings than 
ever before. And our new Hi-Fi tape, on a new-style 
calibrated reel, costs no more than old-fashioned 
tape.. 

PHIUPSKMin 

'<• 
/ 

r 

Sound 

Library 
The spools of tape 
are packed in 
everlasting plastic 
Library Boxes, which 
stand in clip-together 
racks to form your own 
Sound Library. 

•• 

Philips Electrical Limited, 
Century House, Shaftcsbury Avenue, London, W.C.2. 
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The big new name in Stereo- 

Nivico 

A range for the enthusiast. Stereo tape 
decks and recorders . . . matching 
amplifiers and tuners . . . AM FM stereo 
receivers . . . solid state Stereo record 
players with AM FM radio .. . solid state 
modular stereo components with 
automatic record changers. All 
specialist designed for sound perfection. 

ck of the 

world's best 

iMli 

y > 

MODEL AST 103 EH (top) 
Bookshelf type solid state micro- 
component stereo amplifier. 24w 
R.M.S.Tape monitoring switch. 
Stereo headphone jack. 
Frequency response 30-20,000 Hz. 
Wooden cabinet. 

MODEL FRS 103 EH (bottom) 
Matching solid state AM/FM 
multiplex tuner with AFC. 

. 

m 

u 

MODEL AST 140 E 
AM/FM stereo tuner/amplifier. Output 36w R.M.S. Automatic stereo 
switching with stereo radar. Advanced cross tuning with fine tuning 
indicator. Graphic controls for bass, treble and volume. Frequency 
response 20-20,000 Hz. Speaker selector, protection indicator and many 
outstanding features and specifications. 

MODEL TR 171 U 
Solid state 2-speed, 2-track Tape 
Recorder. Sin. reel. Reverse track 
recording playback system. Instant stop. 
Automatic volume control. Tone 
control. Speaker monitor. Tape 
counter. 100-240 v AC. 

For full details write to the sole U.K. Distributors 
DENHAM & MORLEY (OVERSEAS) LTD.. 
Denmore House, 173/175 Cleveland Street, London, W.I. Telephone: 01-387 3656/7/8 

.s-'" 
. uicmcu < V. 

DENHAM & MORLEY (OVERSEAS) LTD. DENMORE HOUSE -173/175 CLEVELAND ST • LONDON W! • TEL; 01-387 3656/7/8 
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Sound as good as they look 

PHILIPS Ikpe Recorders 

The exciting new Philips 4308, with its elegant wood ^ ^' The exciting new Philips 4308, with its elegant wood 
cabinet and satin-chrome controls, adds elegance to 
any decor. And it sounds as good as it 
looks—bringing everything from Donovan 
to Debussy to brilliant life. 
Send for a free copy of our 
20-page tape recorder brochure 
showing the wide wide range. 
It's in full colour. 

f 

> 

- 

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL LTD.. DEPT. NO. TMK 2. CENTURY HOUSE. SHAFTESBURY AN E.. LONDON. \\.C.2. 
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PORTABLES 

put you in the world 

class 

*<r.w 

Even if you've a roomful of fixed hi-fi performance within a reasonable com- 
in your home, you'll still be impressed pass of size and price. 
with the performance of these special ^ c , . r 

SANYO portable radios and tape For further information write to. 
recorders. Everything about them is Sales Manager, Marubeni-lida Co. Ltd, 
designed to give the highest possible 164 Clapham Park Road, London SW4. 

S A MY O reliability is built in 
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TAPE 
RECORDING 
MAGAZINE 

PBftCIDN- 

,r 

Start with the new Lustraphone "Series 
Four" Microphones, add the new 
LO-NOISE Multi-Impedance Mixer, and 
feed into the 50 watt LO-NOISE Silicon 
Transistor Amplifier. Finally, connect to 
the finest loudspeaker you can find, and 
you will be a Stage Closer to 
Perfection. 
The Multi-Impedance LO-NOISE Mixer 
provides inputs of 50 ohms, 300 ohms, 
and 2 megohms on each channel for 
the utmost versatility. Distortion is a 
negligible 0.1% and signal to noise 
ratio is superb at —86dB (for input of 
1 mV at 300 Ohms). 
Advanced, but brilliantly simple, 
circuitry of Lustraphone LO-NOISE 
Amplifiers brings you unrivalled 
performance and reliability. You get 
more of the sound you want and less of 
the noise you don't want. 

Brief Specification of Lustraphone LO-NOISE Amplifiers: 

Power Output: 15 watts RMS or 50 watt RMS (According 
to Model) 
Frequency Response: 25 Hz to 22 KHz within 1 dB 
Total Harmonic Distortion: Less than 0.5% at all levels up 
to full rated power 
Signal to Noise Ratio; —120 dB 

Send for free literature giving full details of Lustraphone 
"Series Four" Microphones, LO-NOISE Multi-Impedance 
Mixers and LO-NOISESiliconTransistor Amplifiers. 

BRITISH EQUIPMENT KA 

lustraphone 

THE FOREMOST NAME IN MICROPHONES 

Lustraphone Limited, 
Regents Park Road, London N.W.I Tel: 01 -722 8844 

Incorporating TAPE RECORDING & HI-FI MAGAZINE 
and STEREO SOUND MAGAZINE 

Vol. 12 No. 10 October 1968 

IN THIS ISSUE 

Tape trends and tape talk 410 
Douglas Brown 

The Tortilla Method 411 
Gerald Denley 

The Fine Art of Electronic Music 414 
F. C. Judd 

Techniques—NATURE RECORDING 416 
Denys Killick 

LONDON ROUNDABOUT 418 
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Test Bench—TANDBERG MODEL II 422 

NATURE NOTES 425 
Richard Margoschis 

ONE MAN'S HI-FI 426 
Eric Coushion 

Musicassette Reviews 426 

Cross Talk 427 
By Audios 

New Products 428 

Advertisement Inquiries Service 437 

COVER PHOTOGRAPH: Considerable ingenuity has been shown 
by the owner of this installation. Not only has he built many of the electronic 
components himself but they have been designed to suit his own particular 
domestic needs. On pate 426 Eric Coushion describes his eauipment in 
detail under the title, " One Man's Hi-Fi." 

NOTE: John Borwick's Home Studio will be back with us 
next month after his return from holiday. 

" TAPE Recording Magazine " Is published on the third Wednesday 
in the month, by Print and Press Services Ltd., from Prestige House, 
14118 Holborn, London, E.C.I. 

" TAPE Recording Magazine " is available by a postal subscription 
of 25s. per annum (U.S.A. S3.75) including postage, or it can be 
obtained at newsagents, bookstalls and radio and music dealers. 
In the event of difficulty, write to the Publishers at Prestige House, 
14118 Holborn, London, E.C.I. 

Back numbers, if still in print, are available, at 2s. 6d. per copy. 

Address all communications 
PRESTIGE HOUSE, 

14,18 HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.I 

EDITORIAL 

01-242 4742 
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R. DOUGLAS BROWN 

ADVERTISING 

01-242 4851 

Editor, 
DENYS C. KILUCK 

Advertisement Manager, VIVIENNE GOODING 
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Tape trends and tape talk 

By Douglas Brown 

IF YOU LIKE the thought of a few letters after 
your name, you may soon be able to qualify as an 
F.F.B.T.R.C. or as an A.F.B.T.R.C. The F stands 
for Fellow and the A for Associate; as every reader 
should know, the other initials stand for Federation 
of British Tape Recordists and Clubs. 

A scheme to elect Fellows and Associates of the 
Federation has been under discussion for some time 
—it was referred to the annual meeting earlier this 
year. Now the proposal is hardening up and the 
possibility of " qualifying " should soon be with us. 

There is, of course, an analogy with the Royal 
Photographic Society, which elects Fellows and 
Associates, and the Federation has it in mind to 
adopt a similar procedure. This will entail amateurs 
seeking recognition submitting up to half-a-dozen 
examples of their recording work for judgment by 
a special panel set up by the Federation. 

Election of Fellows or Associates would not in- 
volve any sort of professional recognition, but would 
be an amateur award for proficiency in recording. 

I understand the Council of the Federation is now 
tying up the details and that an announcement may 
come soon. 

* * * 

THE " BETTER SOUND " series of broadcasts 
put out by the BBC last May had a fairly good 
listener response and they are being repeated at 
present on Radio 4 at 11.30 a.m. on Saturday 
mornings. 

The two additional programmes in which the 
panel of audio experts will deal with questions 
raised by listeners who wrote in—a number of 
these questions dealt with tape recording—will be 
broadcast on September 21 and 28. 

I do not know whether this series has enhanced 
the prospect of more regular programmes to interest 
tape recording enthusiasts; I rather fancy it will 
have re-emphasised the problem that has always 
existed—that there are too few listeners who want 
a programme with a high level of expertise, and that 
a programme with sufficient general interest must 
justify itself as general entertainment and, there- 
fore, deal only incidentally with amateur recording. 
In England, this latter approach has not really been 
tried, in my view—the nearest approach was the 
North Region's programme on the 1967 BBC Con- 
test, presented by humorist Basil Boothroyd, but I 
would like to see something like the programmes 
produced by Jean Thevenot in Paris and Joop Smits 
at Hilversum for many years past. 

From Copenhagen I hear from my old friend 
Dannefeld Bothner that the Danish Radio have just 
agreed to a series of six programmes on " Better 

Sound on the Tape Recorder " and his main con- 
cern is to get a good listener response. 

★ * * 

THINKING ABOUT RADIO and tape record- 
ing, my mind turns to Prague, where the 1969 In- 
ternational Contest and Amateur Recording Con- 
gress are due to take place in mid-October. Shall 
we, I wonder, have the opportunity to meet again 
next month the old friends who, during the past 
year, did so much to stimulate amateur recording in 
Czechoslovakia and contact with amateurs in the 
west? 

At the time of writing nothing has been heard 
from our contacts with Czech radio since the events 
of mid-August. If it should prove impossible to hold 
the International Contest in Prague this year, the 
event will not be cancelled—alternative arrange- 
ments will be made elsewhere in Europe. 

* * * 

I NOTICE the advertising campaign for Musi- 
cassettes for motorists is well under way. Philips are 
pushing their car radio-cum-cassette player—" first 
of its kind in the world "—and I forecast a healthy 
market for this equipment by the end of the year. 
This has been the most spectacular growth area for 
tape in the United States during the past couple 
of years, and there is no reason to suppose it will be 
different over here. 

Philips' announcement of their cassette playback- 
only machine (forecast in this column a couple of 
months ago) is also welcome and significant news. 
There are many of us who have been in difficulties 
of late because our recorders do not handle 
cassettes. 

The playback-only machine, I have always been 
sure, has a big future, although those of us who are 
interested in creative recording will observe its for- 
ward stride with some misgivings. I only hope we 
shall not be flooded with too many very cheap pro- 
ducts of this kind or many youngsters will not only 
lose the opportunity to record, but also the chance 
to hear good reproduction. 

* * * 

I THINK it is true that tape recording has always 
flourished more in the North than in the South 
(although efforts at organising clubs don't neces- 
sarily reflect this pattern). At any rate I have little 
doubt that Cyril Rex Hassan will be packing in the 
enthusiasts again at Harrogate at the Northern 
Audio Fair. 

Denys Killick, our Editor, will be there during 
most of the Fair and I hope to look in myself for a 
few hours on Friday. We hope to meet many old 
friends. 
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CHILDREN AND TAPE 
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THE TORTILLA 

METHOD" 

By Gerald Denley 

WHEN General Pancho Jaramillo 
Restrepo Reilly made his election 

speech in Spanish (with an Irish accent), 
the class applauded loudly and his im- 
mortal words were recorded on the school 
tape-recorder. When a shy little Indian 
girl sang a song about the rainy season 
in India there was a hush in the class- 
room, and her song, so delicate and high- 
pitched, was recorded for ever on my port- 
able tape-recorder. When I strolled into 
the Sikh Temple near the school to meet 
some of the parents and children I re- 
corded their hymns and bhajans on my 
portable tape-recorder. Later on these 
recordings were edited and provided 
three fifteen-minute programmes on the 
BBC Home Service. 

The first recordings I made were by 
children in a Secondary Modern School 
where I was a teacher. It was my job to 
teach Spanish to a class of children of 
mixed abilities, some of whom were un- 
able to read. It was useless teaching in 
the orthodox way, so I invented a country 
called the Republic of Macaroni and let 
the children make up plays, tell jokes and 
stories, hold simple conversations in 
Spanish and sing songs, all of which was 
recorded. Even during their free play and 
drawing I left the recorder on, although 
at first they were unaware of it. At home 
I studied the tapes and assessed by their 

conversation how much they had under- 
stood and how much I could successfully 
teach them in one session. The classroom 
was soon transformed into a cross be- 
tween a Mexican supermarket and a re- 
cording studio. 

One day we decided to cook a Mexican 
meal in the classroom. Everyone brought 
something to eat. We cooked so many 
tortillas that a lot were left over, and the 
more revolutionary types had a marvel- 
lous time hurling the greasy ones at their 
enemies. 

When the BBC Midlands TV sent a 
reporter and a camera team along to my 
classroom I thought they probably wan- 
ted to investigate and report on " Learn- 
ing Spanish by the Tortilla Method." The 
children sat there like angels, but the 
preparations for doing a programme for 
TV are rather lengthy, and after a while 
they got restless. Then the arc lights were 
scorching the backs of their necks, but 
this did not stop them from gabbling in 
Spanish and helping themselves to tor- 
tillas, chili-beans and boiled bananas. 
One boy who was trying to dodge a cam- 
era slipped up on a banana skin and 
collided with another boy who was carry- 
ing a large dish of boiled bananas. In a 
second a white pulpy hash landed right 
into the lap of another boy who was grum- 
bling because nobody had given him any- 

thing. The children who were interviewed 
showed confidence and were unafraid of 
the microphone. They were so accustomed 
to the tape-recorder that the reporter 
found them easy to interview. When the 
programme appeared two nights later I 
was pleased to see how self-assured and 
confident they were. 

In spite of their low I.Q. the more 
backward children had quite a good vo- 
cabulary and a passable accent. Some 
time after this TV programme I thought 
it might be a good idea if I were to make 
my own programme for the BBC. I sub- 
mitted a script to the Head of Talks at 
Broadcasting House, London, and about 
four months later I was asked to come 
along to the Birmingham studios and re- 
cord my talk. I took along my recordings 
of the children and these were incorpor- 
ated into the programme. 

When I left that school I found myself 
teaching mainly Indian children in a 
Junior school. There was already a sys- 
tem of teaching in the school whereby the 
Indian children learnt to speak English 
by wearing head-phones, looking at pic- 
tures, and repeating the English names 
of the things in the picture. This was all 
very well, but I think it put a strain on 
the children and provided them with 
little or no opportunity to express them- 

Please turn to page 415 
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Ferrograph 

quality 

Ferrograph 

reliability 

Ferrograph 

fidelity plus a unique 

combination of 30 features 

Ferrograph New Generation Series? 

Available in Mono, and in Stereo with and without end amplifiers; with 30 features which market research has 
proved you, the user,want. Prices from £135 inc. P.T. Features include: 

deck operalion wilh 1. All silicon solid-state electronics with FET 
input stages and wide input overload margins. 
2. Vertical or horizontal operation. 
3. Unit construction: The 3 individual units 
l:e. tape deck, power unit and amplifier com- 
plex arc mounted on a single frame easily 
removable from cabinet for service or installa- 
tion in other cabinets or racks. 
4. 3 motors (no belts). 3 tape speeds. 
5. Variable speed spooling control for easy 
indexing and editing. 
6. Electrical deck operation allowing pre- 
setting for time-switch starling without need 
for machine to be previously powered. 
7. Provision for instantaneous stop/start by 
electrical remote control. 

S. Single lever-knob 
pause position. 
9. Independent press-to-record button for 
safety and to permit click-free recordings and 
insertions. 
10. 8i" reel capacity. 
11. Endless loop cassette facility. 
12. Internal loud speakers (2) - 1 each 
channel on stereo, 2 phased on mono. 
13. 4 digit, one-press rc-scl, gear-driven index 
counter. 
14. 2 inputs per channel with independent 
mixing (ability to mix 4 inputs into one 
channel on stereo machine). 
15. Signal level meter for each channel 
operative on playback as well as record. 

16. Tape/original switching through to output 
stages. 
17. Re-record facility on stereo models for 
multi-play, echo effects etc., without external 
connections. 
18. Meters switchable to read 100 kHz bias 
and erase supply with accessible preset 
adjustment. 
19. Three outputs per channel i.e. (I) line out - 
level response. (2) line out - after tone con- 
trols. (3) power output - 8-1S ohms. 
20. Power output 10W per channel. 
21. Independent lone controls giving full lift 
and cut to both bass and treble each channel. 
22. Retractable carrying handle permitting 
carrying by one or two persons. 

the tape recorder with 
the heanngris-believing sound 

Tdeal 
for 
rack 
mounims 

Grey vinyl 
case 

y. 

Safe 

-•v 
y: 

Elegant 
hardwood a 
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Listen for yourself 

To know (he Ferrograph New Generation Series 7 you must look at it, listen to it, for yourself. You will find 
New Generation instruments soon in stock at many of the best tape-recording and Hi-Fi specialists in the country, 
including the following: 

herrograpn stockists 
London Dealers 
Telcsonic Ltd 92 Tottenham Court Road 
London WI 
Larg's of Holborn Ltd 76/77 High Holborn London 
WC1 
Nusound 82 High Holborn London WCl 
Nusound 226 Bishopsgate London EC2 
Nusound 
360 Kilburn High Road 
London N iVO 
Nusound 36 Lewisham High Street 
London SEI3 
Francis of Streatham 169-171 Streatham High Road 
London SWI6 
Hampstead High Fidelity Ltd 91 Heath Street London NW3 
The Recorder Company 
188 West End Lane London 
NW6 
C C Goodwin Ltd 7 The Broadway London N22 
Nusound 2 Maryland Point Station 
Stratford 
London El 5 
Studio Tapes Ltd 199 Hoe Street Walt hams to w 
El 7 
Aberdeen 
Aberdeen Sound Centre 
25a Belmont Street 
C Bruce Miller 
51 George Street 
Aberdeen Radio Ltd 
9 Hadden Street 
Banstcad 
Raylec Ltd. 
43 High Street 
Banstead Surrey 
Barnsley 
Geoffrey Barnard 
3 Pill Street 
Barnstable 
O Nicklin & Son Ltd 
The Square 
Bath 
C Milsom & Son Ltd Nonhgate 
Birkenhead 
James McKcnzic Ltd 
Grange Road 
BirminKham 
C H (High-Fidelity) Ltd 
167/169 Bromsgrove Street 
Birmingham 5 
Chas H Young Ltd 
170 Corporation Street 
Griffin Radio Ltd 94 Bristol Street Birmingham 5 

Blackburn 
Holdings of Blackburn Ltd 
39-41 Mincing Lane 
Blackpool F Benfcll Ltd 
17 Cheapside 
Bolton 
Harker & Howanh (Music) 
Ltd 
Goodwin Street Bolton Lanes 
Bournemouth 
Tape Recorders 
(Bournemouth) Ltd 874 Christchurch Road 
Boscombe Bournemouth 
Brighton 
John King Films Ltd 71 East Street 
Avery's Ltd 
77 St James's Street 
Lanes Radio Ltd II Gardiner Street 
Bristol 
Tape Recorder and Hi-Fi 
Centres Ltd 
Stokes Croft 
Sound Selection Ltd 
361-363 Gloucester Road 
Bristol 7 
Bromley 
Bromley Sound 
22 Letch worth Drive 
Bury 
John Smith & Son (The Rock) 
Ltd 
184 The Rock Bury Lanes 
Cambridge 
University Audio 
1-2 Peas Hill 
K P Cameras Ltd 12a Kings Parade 
Canterbury Canterbury Hi-Fi 
St Dunstan Street 
Cardiff 
Sound Film Services Ltd 
(Cinema Liaison Ltd) 27 Charles Street 
Carlisle 
Misons 
Citadel Road 
Coventry 
Coventry Tape Recorder 
Services 
33 King William Street 
RES Ltd 13 City Arcade 
Crewe Charlcsworths of Crewe Ltd 
28 Highlown Crewe Cheshire 
Darlington Geoffrey A Williams & Son 
Ltd 
Black we 11 Gate 

Derby 
Victor Buckland Ltd 
41-49 London Road 
Doncaster 
Tom Jaqucs Ltd 
16 Wood Street Doncaster 
Yorks 
Edinburgh 
J Nicolson (Hi-Fi Corner) 
Ltd 
i Hadding ion Place Edinburgh 
Epping Chew and Osbournc Ltd 
148 High Street 
Exeter 
Electrosure Ltd 
162-163 Fore Street 
Farnham 
Lloyd & Kcyworth Ltd 
26-27 Downing Street 
Farnham Surrey 
Gerrards Cross 
Edric Films Ltd 34-36 Oak End Way 
Gerrards Cross Bucks 
Gillingham 
E Hadaway Walling Street 
Glasgow 
McCormacks (Music) Ltd 33 Bath Street Glasgow C2 
Goodraayes 
Unique Radio Ltd 6 The Facade Coodmayes 
Essex 
Gravesend 
Bennett & Brown Ltd 50 60b dc 60c Wrolham Road 
Gravesend Kent 
Great Yarmouth 
Norfolk Radio 12 Broad Row Gt Yarmouth 
Guildford 
P J Equipments 21 Onslow Street 
Huddersfield 
J Wood & Son Ltd 67 Hew Street Huddersfield 
Yorks 
Ilford 
Nusound 87-100 Pioneer Market I If or d 
Lane Ilford Essex 
Kirkcaldy 
Caithness Brothers 
270 High Street 
Leamington Spa 
W M Tysons 
41 Russell Street Leamington 
Spa Works 
Leeds 
Becketts Film Services Ltd 
The Headrow Leeds 1 Yorks 

Leicester 
United Film Services 7 Kings Street 
Tape Recorder Centre 
72a Church Gale 
Linton H S W Specchley & Co 
49 High Street Linton Cambs 
Liverpool 
Beaver Radio (Liverpool) Ltd 
20-22 Whitechapel Liverpool 
Lanes 
Luton 
Coventry Radio Ltd 
189 Dunstable Road Luton Beds 
Maidstone 
Sloman & Pcllit 
Pudding Lane 
Manchester 
Lanes Hi-Fi Ltd 8 Deansgale Manchester 3 
Godleys Radio & TV Ltd 
Shude Hill 
Mansfield 
Syd Booth 
II Queens Street 
Middlesbrough 
McKcnna & Brown Ltd 122 Linthorpe Road 
Middlesbrough Yorks 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 
T urners (Newcastle-upon- 
Tyne) Ltd 
Camera House Pink Lane 
N e wcastle-upon-Tyne 
J G Windows Ltd 
1-7 Central Arcade 
Northampton 
Audiocraft Ltd 
Abington Square 
Nottingham 
Petes Electronics Ltd 
165 Arkwright Street 
Nuneaton 
Taylors Pianos Ltd 119 Abbey Street 
Oxford 
L Westwood Ltd 
George Street 
Plymouth 
A E Ford Ltd 
84 Cornwall Street 
Portsmouth 
H R Knight 
71 Tangier Road 
Redcar 
McKcnna & Brown Ltd 
135 High Street Redcar Yorks 
Rugby Berwick Hi-Fi Centre 
5 Sheeps Street Rugby Yorks 

Salisbury 
Suttons Hi-Fi Centre Ltd 50 Blue Boar Row Salisbury 
Wills 
Skegness 
Norman Throp Ltd 68 Lumley Road Skegness 
Lines 
Sheffield 
Sheffield Photo Co Ltd 6 Norfolk Row Fargate 
Shrewsbury Avon Hi-Fi Ltd 
13 Wyle Cop Shrewsbury 
Salop 
Southampton 
Hamiltons Ltd 35 London Road 
Soulhport 
Wayfarers Radio Ltd Burton Arcade 
Stafford 
Tom Reekie Ltd 10 Bridge Street 
St Helens 
Harold Stott Ltd 
18 West field Street St Helens 
Lanes 
Stoke-on-Trent 
Wilsons Radio Ltd 
30-32 Liverpool Road 
Stoke-on-Trent Staffs 
Stockport W J & M Bayliss Ltd 
611 Gorton Road Reddish 
Stockport 
Swansea 
W J Holt Ltd 
Pic ton Arcade 
Teddington Daytronics Ltd 
II9a High Street Teddington 
Lock Middx 
Truro 
John Fry Ltd 
Hi-Fi Centre 6 Cathedra! Lane Truro Cornwall 
Winchester 
Southern Recorder Service 
34 St Georges Street 
Woking 
D W Hughes & Sons Ltd 5 Central Buildings Chobham 
Road 
Worcester 
Johnson's Sound Service Sidbury 
Wilmslow Transistor Centre 
Green Lane Wilmslow Cheshire 
Worthing 
Bowers & Wilkins Ltd I Beckett Buildings 
Litllehampton Worthing 

If none of these is near enough to yon, in case of difficulty, or for free literature, send its the coupon, or give us a ring on WATcrloo 1981. 

FERROGKAPH 

To The Fcrrograph Co Ltd 
Fcrrograph House name ... 
84 Blackfciars Road London SEI address 
Please send me a free brochure on the 
Fcrrograph New Generation Scries 7   

the tape recorder with 
the hearmg-is-believing sound 
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BEFORE concluding this series of 
articles with details of useful but 

fairly simple circuits for tone shaping, 
etc., may I remind those particularly in- 
terested in electronic music that there is 
a section for this in the annual British 
Amateur Tape Recording Contest, the 
closing date for entries being January 31, 
1969. We would like to see more entries 
in the experimental recording class (I 
speak here as a member of the committee) 
which includes multi-track music record- 
ing, electronic music and musique con- 
crete and even " one actor " playlets, etc., 
complete with sound effects produced by 
multi-tracking techniques. Last year's 
entries were very good and I hope that 
those who didn't make a first prize will 
enter again this year. 

For the benefit of new readers I should 
mention that this series on electronic 
music and multi-track recording has in- 
cluded some useful circuits such as a 
sine-wave generator, a three channel high 
level signal mixer and a tuneable square- 
wave signal source (multi-vibrator). A 
sine-wave generator and multi-vibrator 
provide between them two primary tone 
sources covering the audio spectrum but 
which can be modified and/or mixed to 
produce tones of different timbre. 

Fred Judd concludes his series 
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Fig. 1. Simple tone shaping circuit for 
use with a multi-vibrator 

First the multi-vibrator which has an 
approximately square-wave output. The 
simple RC networks shown in Figs. 1A 
and B will modify the multi-vibrator 
fundamental square-wave as shown. The 
differentiating circuit (Fig. 1A) will pro- 
duce a thin " reedy " sound whilst the in- 
tegrating network, which takes out most 
of the upper frequency harmonics, will 
produce a more flute-like tone. 

Earlier in the series I also gave a cir- 
cuit for a white noise generator employ- 
ing an EF86 valve. For the benefit of 
those who prefer transistor circuits, Fig. 
2 is also for a white noise generator and 
the output signal of approximately lOOmV 
peak to peak is comparable with that of 
the valve circuit. The ht should be 12 
volts which helps to provide a higher 
noise output although up to 14 volts ht 
can be safely used with a consequently 
higher noise output. The noise signal will 
contain most frequencies within the audio 
spectrum and can be filtered so as to 
produce a very high pitched " hiss " by 
using another amplifier stage coupled to 
the output via a low value capacitor, say 
220 to 500 pFd. The extra amplifier could 

THE FINE ART OF 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
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Fig. 2. A tran- 
sistor circuit for a 
white noise generator. 
This is one of the 
most useful accessories 
in electronic music 
applications 

-9v 

in fact be the keying circuit shown in 
Fig. 3. 
Artificial Decay 

Primary sounds can be given an arti- 
ficial decay, or dying away, by means of 
a simple keyed gate circuit as in Fig. 3. 
The transistor is biased to cut-off by 
means of the variable resistor (SOK). 
When the " key " contact is made but in- 
stantly released the transistor will conduct 
and then gradually return to cut-off at 
a rate depending on the value of CX. The 
decay time of the sound is therefore de- 
pendent on CX. For a short decay time 
CX will be about 25 to 50 uFd. For a 
long decay time (bell effects) CX will be 
around 100 to 250 uFd. The continuous 
input signal should not exceed about 
500 mV. The circuit does not produce a 
key click. 

OUTPUT 
Fig. 3. Circuit for 
producing artificial 
decay to a sound or 
tone. Operated by a 
key contact the length 
of the decay time 
may be altered by 
changing the value of 
capacitor CX 

K£Y 

Ring Modulation 
Another interesting circuit (Fig. 4) is 

the ring modulator which, as the name 
implies, will allow one signal to be modu- 
lated by another. When two tones, each 
of a different frequency, are fed into the 
ring modulator there will appear at the 
output additional tones equal to the sum 
and difference of those fed into the cir- 
cuit. Note however, this can only apply 
to tones of single frequency and not to 
complex signals composed o? a number 
of frequencies such as music. Music sig- 
nals fed into one input (or both) will only 
produce a noisy, distorted sound. 

When tones of single frequency are 
used (sine or square) the resulting mix- 
ture is a chord of pleasing sound. The 

Concluded opposite 
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TORTILLA METHOD 
From page 411 
selves. They said P.E. was a bore; games 
were a bore; listening to stories in a 
language they couldn't understand was a 
bore; in fact everything, except arith- 
metic, seemed to bore them. 

" What would you like to do then?" I 
asked them. 

" Why not let us do Indian dancing," 
they said. " We know all the dances and 
Munjit can play on the drums." Another 
boy said, " Why not let Kamala sing? 
She can sing very well and you will be 
loving her beautiful thoughts." 

"All right," I agreed. "We'll start this 
afternoon." 

I brought along my tape-recorder and 
asked Kamala to come forward. At first 
she shook her head, but encouraged by 
several of the boys she got up, came to 
the centre of the circle, joined her hands 
together and started to sing: 

" Chhalia mera nam, 
Chhalia mera kam, 
Hindu, Muslim, Sikh, Asai, 
Sab ko mera salam!" 

" Chhalia is my name, and my pro- 
fession is to play tricks on people. My 
salutations to all Hindus, Muslims, 
Sikhs and Christians alike!" 

She made all the appropriate gestures, 
and all the time she was singing she 
swayed slightly from side to side. When 
the song was finished everyone clapped 
and shouted for more. So she joined her 
hands together again and said she was 
going to sing a song composed by the 
Princess Mira Bai who lived four hun- 

dred years ago. " And I am sure you will 
be loving her beautiful thoughts," she 
said shyly. 

" Gobind kabhun mile piya mera. . . . 
When shall I see my spiritual lover? 
I am craving to see the lotus of His 

feet, 
And I am pining for a glance of His 

face." 
Half-way through the song the sound 

of a flute came from the back of the 
class, and then later the sound of drums. 
The music was so beautiful that some of 
the children shook their heads from side 
to side. Gurmukh and Surinderjit beat 
out a rhythm with their hands, while 
Parminder undulated his entire body to 
the music. Two little girls, their eyes 
filled with tears of joy, were lost entirely 
to this world. Even the English children 
who couldn't understand the language 
felt the force of the music, and drank in 
the sounds greedily. At the end of the 
song there was a dead silence; it seemed 
no one wanted to be the first to break the 
spell of the Princess Mira of Rajasthan. 
It was a pity the tape recorder was un- 
able to capture the atmosphere of devo- 
tion which pervaded the classroom, but 
the clear, high-pitched voice of the child 
came through with exceptional clarity. 
All these songs were recorded at 7i ips. 

After I had already left this school I 
thought it might be a good idea to send 
some of these recordings to the BBC with 
a suitable script. Both recordings and 
script were accepted, and I went along 
to make my broadcast from the Birming- 
ham studios. 

Religious music of the Sikhs and 
Hindus is so impressive I decided to re- 
cord a service from the local Sikh temple. 
First it was necessary to attend the ser- 
vices for a month or two so as to get 
accustomed to the place. I had a chat 
with the priest and other officials, and 
often joined them in a cup of tea. Then 
I asked them about the possibility of 
making a recording of their hymns and 
bhajans. They were keen on the idea, and 
the following Sunday I went along with 
my recording equipment. There were a 
few difficulties with making recordings in 
a holy place, but everyone was very help- 
ful, and I believe the recording was a 
success. I sent it along to the BBC with 
a script, and a month or so later the pro- 
gramme was broadcast. 

I have just completed a tour of Galicia 
in the Nonh-West comer of Spain and 
now have plenty of recordings of old 
peasants singing songs in the Galician 
language. These old half-forgotten songs 
should make a good programme. 

I am now teaching in a Special school, 
and have more material on tape from here 
than any other school I have been in. 
All that needs to be done is to supply a 
suitable script, edit the tapes, and send 
them off to the BBC. 

Even if I hadn't sent anything to the 
BBC I would have hours of pleasure lis- 
tening to the antics of my former Span- 
ish class, or " loving the beautiful 
thoughts" of a shy ten-year-old Indian 
girl who transformed a bored, uninter- 
ested class into one of wrapt attention and 
devotion. 

ELECTRONIC MUSIC 
From page 414 

ring modulator can also be used to pro- 
duce "Dalek" speech, with a kind of 
fluttering and somewhat etherial effect. 
Pre-amplified signals from the micro- 
phone are fed into one input (about 
500mV of signal is required) with a sine- 
wave of 10 to 30 Hz into the other also 
at about 500 mV. 

0*ur2 

Fig. 4. The ring modulator. See text for 
component details 

The transformers for the ring modu- 
lator .must be identical but are used back- 
to-back, the secondary of T2 is coupled 
via the diodes to the secondary of Tl. 
Transrormers suitable for this circuit can 
be obtained from Henry's Radio Limited, 
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Fig. 5. Block diagram showing one of 
the dozens of arrangements or combina- 
tions possible using the circuits given 
in this and previous articles in the series 

303, Edgware Road, London, W.l. They 
are transistor transformers type 758 
which have centre tapped secondaries of 
100 ohms and primaries of 250 ohms. 
The diodes are any ordinary crystal type 
such as Milliard OA 81, etc. 

There are many ways in which these 
simple circuits can be used, for example 
as in the block diagram of Fig. S where 
two tones are fed into the ring modulator 
the output of which is coupled to the 
keyed decay circuit. This would produce 
unusual bell-like sounds. The noise cir- 
cuit of Fig. 2 can also be coupled to a 
tape recorder via the decay circuit (Fig. 
3) to produce " cymbal" effects, a sound 

like that of a brass cymbal struck and 
followed by the decay. The only thing to 
remember when using such circuits is 
that input signal levels must be adjusted 
to prevent overloading and consequent 
distortion and that attenuation or addi- 
tional amplification may therefore be 
needed after the requisite sound has been 
generated. Connections between circuits 
of this nature must be screened and the 
circuits themselves protected from hum 
pick-up by screening in metal boxes. 

—THEATRE ORGAN 

DISCS and TAPES— 
ORGAN OF THE MONTH CLUB 
brings out a new Theatre Pipe Organ 
record each month. 
Our discs are playable on Mono or Stereo 
equipment. Approx. 38 minutes playing 
time 3l/6d. 

i.p.s. 4 track stereo tapes 41/7d. 
Full details from: 

CONCERT RECORDING 
P.O. BOX 2, 

ROTHWELL. KETTERING. NORTHANTS 
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IT was a Sunday in June. From a 
cloudless sky the mid-summer sun 

sparkled on the broken waters of the 
channel and reflected a hard white light 
back from the chalk cliffs of the downs. 
The hot turf was resilient under foot, the 
coarse wiry grass cushioned every step 
more delicately than the finest carpeting. 
Every breath was fragrant with the smell 
of the sea and the country. White gulls 
screamed overhead and then perched on 
the extreme edges of the cliffs; inland the 
skylarks wheeled and sang ceaselessly. 

Stretched out at full length on the 
ground my nostrils were filled with the 
scent of the hot earth as I aimed a para- 
bolic reflector at the nearest of the sky- 
larks. He appeared to be no more than 
a dot in the sky—a dot equipped with 
fluttering wings and producing an end- 
less flow of what must surely be one of 
the sweetest of our rural melodies. 

This then is a picture of one aspect of 
wild life recording. Extremely pleasant 
and not at all difficult. From a relaxed 
position under what can only be called 
idyllic conditions another recording was 
in the bag. But natural history recording 
isn't always quite like that. 

Recording the sounds of nature is one 
of the most fascinating activities for any 
recording enthusiast. Although it has its 
pleasant moments as described above it 
can also be so difficult and so frustrating 
as to make any but the very stoutest 
hearts falter. I am very proud of the fact 
that TAPE Recording Magazine is the 
only publication which offers a regular 
monthly feature devoted entirely to nature 
recording. Our author, Richard Margos- 
chis, is one of the leading authorities on 
the subject in this country. These notes 
of .mine in this single article are intended 
to do no more than supplement the in- 
formation he regularly gives and at the 
same time to encourage those who might 
feel that the subject is "too difficult" 
to take their courage in both hands, gird 
up their loins and then to get started. 

First of all let us be quite clear about 
what we mean when we talk of "record- 
ing the sounds of nature." My own inter- 
pretation is the widest possible, since it 
embraces all the sounds that are made 
both by living creatures and also by 
natural phenomena. To my mind a record- 
ing of a thunderstorm is as valid a piece 
of "nature" recording as the recording 
of the cry of the deer in the rutting 
season. 

All too often recordists think only in 
terms of bird song. A stroll in the country 
quickly reveals a serious lack of know- 
ledge; few people recognise more than a 
handful of different species of birds by 
sight, let alone by song. Since recording 
sounds of unknown origin is a rather 
fruitless occupation the project of nature 

TECHNIQUES 

NATURE 

recording is dismissed as impractical be- 
fore it is ever begun. 

So the first thing I want to do is to 
make it quite clear to my readers that 
there are only two essential requirements 
for nature recording. With these anyone 
can do it. It doesn't matter if you live in 
the heart of a city or in the country— 
ail you need is some kind of recording 
equipment plus time and patience. Noth- 
ing more. Ask yourself honestly, does 
this mean you} If it does then you have 
all that is required to embark on an 
adventure that will take you in the foot- 
steps of the great pioneers whose names 
are now household words. This is no 
exaggeration, but one must have the im- 
petus to take the very first step. 

that is open to 

One can dream up plenty of acceptable 
excuses for not attempting nature record- 
ing. One can sit comfortably back and 
declare an eager willingness to be out 
there amongst the vanguard of the en- 
thusiasts if only one's personal recording 
equipment were of better quality—or if 
only one had a little more specialised 
knowledge of the subject. Unfortunately 
neither of these are valid reasons; they 
merely betray a lack of sincere enthusiasm 
without which that initial impetus will be 
lacking. 

There are many who would quite 
honestly like to take their recording 
equipment out into the open country to 
record the sounds of nature but they 
don't because they just don't know how 
or where to begin. It is for them that I 
now write. 

RECORDING 

How to start in an absorbing occupation 
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The author of our monthly Nature Notes, Richard Mar- 
goschis. He is also Vice-Chairman of the newly formed 
Wildlife Sound Recording Society and is most anxious to 
hear from all recordists interested in nature recording. 
Please write to him c/o this Magazine, and do please re- 
member that you do NOT need to own expensive equip- 

ment. All he asks for is enthusiasm. Do you have it? 
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BY DENYS KILLICK 

There is no finer beginning than to con- 
tact other people with similar interests; 
and the simple way to do that is to write 
to Richard Margoschis either at 80 Man- 
cetter Road, Mancetter, Atherstone, War- 
wickshire or c/o TAPE Recording Maga- 
zine for details of the Wildlife Sound 
Recording Society. Let me tell you a little 
bit about this organisation. It was first 
formed only a few months ago. Already 
it has a membership in the seventies and 
new applications are coming in all the 
time. But the interesting thing about the 
membership of the Wildlife Sound 
Recording Society lies in the fact that the 
great majority of members are naturalists 
—not recordists. 

Now the naturalist who wants to record 
the birds and animals he observes is frus- 
trated because of his lack of recording 
equipment or experience. He is in urgent 
need of help and co-operation from the 
recording fraternity. In just the same way 
the recordist is frustrated because of his 
lack of experience in naturalist field work. 
If his recordings are to be successful he 
equally urgently needs the help and co- 
operation of the naturalist. And the point 
of contact is the Wildlife Sound Record- 
ing Society. 

The term "wild life" was deliberately 
chosen; too often the recordist thinks only 
in terms of bird song, ignoring all the 
other natural sound sources. We tend to 
think of wild animals as only inhabiting 
jungles—what about the fox, the badger, 
the deer? These and many others are all 
wild animals and they are all native to our 
country. There are smaller mammals; the 
field mice, the rats and the voles. The 
whole countryside is literally teeming with 
living sound sources. The challenge is 
there for any who would accept it. 

I said earlier that it didn't matter if one 
lived in the country or in town. Every city 
has its park and most houses have their 
gardens. Even those without access to 
either park or garden can hardly miss the 
sight or sound of the common house 
sparrow. Too common to be of any 
interest perhaps? Well, the fact is that a 
great deal of research has still to be 
carried out on this ubiquitous bird. 
Admittedly the " song " is not particularly 
inspiring, but to the best of my know- 
ledge a complete sound record of the life 
cycle of the common house sparrow has 
never yet been made by anyone. All right 

—it's not as exciting as recording the 
golden eagle on the blue heights of Scot- 
tish mountains or as thrilling as recording 
the howl of a dog fox as it breaks the still 
night air from the depths of a neighbour- 
ing coppice. Perhaps that's why it has 
never been done. But then nature record- 
ing is full of strange anomalies like that. 

Take the blackbird or the ordinary 
garden thrush. These two of our most 
brilliant songsters can be found within a 
stone's throw of almost any city house. 
Strongly territorial in habit you can be 
pretty sure that the bird who sang so 
sweetly on the roof opposite last week is 
the same bird who sits and sings now. 
And if he survives he will sing again 
from the self-same spot next year—and the 
year after. By taking recordings of the 
same bird's song at intervals over a period 
of time one can establish just how the 
bird's melody develops as it gets older. 
A mature two- or three-year-old will have 
a more complex " vocabulary" than a 
youngster in his first adult plumage. These 
are just two thoughts that come imme- 
diately to mind. In reality there is almost 
no limit to the original research work that 
can be undertaken by anyone who is 
determined to do it. 

But what about the equipment? Does 
this not require expensive battery port- 
ables running at 7i ips? Does the real 
nature recordist not own a collection of 
expensive microphones plus an array of 
parabolic reflectors? Just think back a 
few years to the period before the last 
war. Those years, the twenties and the 
thirties, were the heyday of the greatest 
of all natural history recordists, Ludwig 
Koch. He didn't use a 7J ips tape recorder 
neither did he have the benefit of a tiny 
I ft ips battery portable cassette machine. 
If you want to see how the maestro him- 
self undertook most of his recording work 
go and look at the collection of photo- 
graphs in the Science Museum, South 
Kensington. There you will find pictures 
of Ludwig Koch with a great pantechnicon 
full of heavy disc recording equipment. 
This unwieldy mass of mechanical and 
electronic gadgetry was only capable of 
producing the quality standard we asso- 
ciate with 78 rpm gramophone records. 
And yet this great man produced the 
countless discs which were later to form 
the nucleus of the BBC Natural History 
Library. Although I am sorry to mention 
the name of the Wildlife Sound Recording 
Society yet again I must add that this 
Society is honoured to have Ludwig Koch 
as its Honorary Life President. 

Whatever kind of recording work one 
undertakes the final quality should always 
be related to the efficiency (and therefore 
the cost) of the equipment used. But this 
is by no means the beginning and the end 
of the story. Even the most humble and 
inexpensive recorder can be used for 
nature recording. It's not even essential 
to own a battery portable machine; a 
mains machine run from a 12 volt con- 
verter will give better audio quality and 
will leave one only with the problem of 
portability. The only machines that are 
wholly unsuitable are those extremely 
cheap recorders that do not run to any 
fixed standard speed. 

For a long period of history mankind 
has thought of the animal world as being 
nothing more than a target for his 
weapons. Thank heaven there has been a 
revulsion away from this insane killing 
and today most of the " shooting " is done 
with the camera (a weapon far more diffi- 
cult to use effectively than a rifle). But 
now we have the boon of magnetic tape. 
It offers all the thrill of the chase and 
demands all the skill and patience of the 
hunter. It brings to the recordist the 
pleasures of the countryside in spring and 
summer and an understanding of the ways 
of the fields and the woods in the depths 
of winter. It gives the merest beginner an 
opportunity to attempt things that have 
perhaps never been undertaken before. It 
puts you, the enthusiast, in a unique 
position to use this exciting medium of 
recorded sound in a truly positive and 
creative manner. 

So may I conclude with a plea. Don't 
just think about nature recordings and 
then dismiss it as possible for some but 
impossible for you. You will find that the 
friendliest bunch of people imaginable 
are ready and anxious to help you and in 
no time at all you will be one of them 
extending an equally helping hand to 
others. So why not take the first positive 
step now and join that small band of 
happy adventurers who look for and find 
some of the biggest thrills in the world by 
taking their recording equipment out into 
the great open air? 
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FOR the second successive year a 
" trade only " Radio Show has been 

held in London. Many of our major manu- 
facturers and importers have been show- 
ing their products in a large number of 
different hotels around the Kensington 
area. Last year representatives of the Press 
were unanimous in their condemnation of 
an arrangement which spreads exhibits 
throughout a number of buildings scat- 
tered over several square miles of the 
metropolis. Retailers and journalists have 
been subjected to a dizzy round of obli- 
gatory visits to buildings as far apart as 
the Thames Embankment on one side and 
the Bayswater Road on the other. One 
cannot help wondering if this arrangement 
is intended to benefit London taxi drivers 
—it could not by any stretch of the 
imagination be said to benefit the elec- 
tronics trade generally. 

Footsore and weary the TRM staff have 
returned with their stories. And the big 
story from the 1968 Radio Show is of 
course colour. 

Whilst it might be considered that 
coloured television is outside our immedi- 
ate province we must place on record the 
impact it is making. It is not merely a 
question of " seeing black and white tele- 
vision in colour " but rather the addition 
of colour endows the medium with an 
entirely new dimension. There is just no 
comparison between black and white and 
colour viewing. Neither, unfortunately, is 
there any comparison in the price. 

One of the first sets we saw, from Bang 
& Olufsen, was very impressive indeed. 

TRM REPORT 

AROUND 

THE 

LONDON 

ROUND- 

ABOUT 

Viewing an outside broadcast of the Test 
Match we were delighted to find the 
colours to be wholly natural—the grass of 
the pitch was neither washed-out nor 
garish but precisely the right shade of 
green with a slight brownish tinge from 
the sun; the worn patches of ground 
revealed all too naturally through the 
green turf. But the price was impressive 
too—398 guineas. 

At lower cost the Rank Bush Murphy 
Organisation provide equally realistic 
colour, but not content with this they have 
adopted some really advanced thinking 
on cabinet decoration. Our illustration 
shows some of their more way-out experi- 
ments. We are printing this photograph 
not because we intend to cover domestic 
television in TAPE Recording Magazine 
but because it perfectly displays the 
current trend towards more colourful 
equipment. Designers are no longer con- 
centrating merely on technical efficiency 
and conventionally polished hardwood. 
Throughout the Radio Show we were im- 
pressed by the number of amplifiers, 
tuners and other items that are now avail- 
able in coloured finishes (usually in the 
form of a hard stain- and burn-resisting 
polyurethane lacquer) to bring a com- 
pletely new and fresh appearance to what 
have always been rather ugly and heavy 
looking pieces of equipment. 

Amused by the psychedelic television 
sets we wondered why no one had 
attempted to extend this treatment to 
loudspeaker enclosures. With only one or 
two notable exceptions all loudspeakers 

comprise basically a rectangular wooden 
box. However well they might be manu- 
factured and however well their teak or 
walnut finish might be oiled they cannot 
be regarded as anything more than ugly 
encumberances in a domestic living room. 
One or two firms more daring than the 
rest are beginning to produce white 
speaker enclosures. But that is as far as 
they have dared to go. So we have been 
suggesting that the same courageous 
experiment that Murphy have conducted 
with their " pop art" television sets could 
well be tried with loudspeaker enclosures. 
A great many people won't like them; we 
probably shan't like them. But at least 
the effort will have been made to introduce 
some colour and some change into audio 
equipment. Eventually a formula may well 
be evolved that we shall like. Why should 
the customer put up with these monoton- 
ous teak speaker enclosures for ever and 
ever? It must be possible to give them 
different treatment and it's up to the 
manufacturers to show initiative and start 
experimenting. 

Before anyone writes to tell us that the 
loudspeaker should be as unobtrusive as 
possible because ideally the listener should 
be unaware of its presence let us hasten 
to add that we are well aware of this. In 
reply we would point out that in many 
modem contemporary settings a pair of 
enormous teak boxes are as obtrusive and 
as out-of-place as they possibly could be. 
So let's stop being stodgy and demand a 
little bit of visual fun with our equipment 
for a change. 

Returning to more sane topics the 
general trend of equipment follows a 
highly predictable line. Many firms, both 
foreign and British, are showing excellent 
quality amplifiers and tuners at prices 
ranging from around £30 per unit. This 
low cost equipment together with the 
smaller speaker enclosures is designed to 
appeal to the newcomers to quality sound 
reproduction. These are the people who 
are finally disillusioned by the poor quality 
of their radiograms and who have at last 
woken up to the fact that unit audio not 
only gives better sound but is also a 
very much better investment. Many manu- 
facturers are rather frightened of the term 
" hi-fi " when referring to this lower cost 
equipment. In fact they go out of their 
way to point out that they do not claim 
it to be high fidelity in the accepted sense 
of the word. Which just goes to show how 
far manufacturers have been indoctrinated 
by the mumbo jumbo of the hi-fi world. 

The truth is simply this. The actual 
quality of sound heard will depend upon 
the capabilities of the loudspeaker equip- 
ment more than any other single factor. 
When selecting a low cost amplifier one 
must therefore ensure that it has sufficient 
power to drive a pair of good speakers 
which might perhaps be acquired at a 
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later date. About eight to ten watts is the 
minimum with which I would be happy. 
Remember that small infinite baffle en- 
closures are relatively inefficient and need 
a disproportionate amount of power to 
drive them properly, whereas a horn or 
reflex enclosure (such as the Lowther) will 
be highly satisfactory on much less power. 

In the tape world we have not seen any- 
thing dramatically new apart from port- 
able video equipment by Sony (which will 
not be distributed through normal retail 
channels) and some new Compact Cassette 
equipment from Philips. The video equip- 
ment comprises a portable recorder and 
camera but it is purely a recording instru- 
ment. A standard mains machine must be 
used for playback. The long promised 
playback only stereo cassette machine has 
now arrived from Philips with their 
Model 2500. Costing only £24 it com- 
prises a deck and preamp stage only with- 
out any record facility and is intended for 
linking with almost any existing stereo 
or mono amplifier and speaker system. 
This will enable owners of existing hi-fi 
equipment to play back pre-recorded 
Musicassettes at minimal equipment ex- 
pense. In addition we have the Model 
2502 stereo cassette auto change player. 
This mechanism accepts up to six cassettes 
at a time and as each cassette drops down 
into position it is played and then ejected 
into a separate compartment. Like the 

the other. They did not say in so many 
words that these will enable the user to 
connect " anything to anything" but so 
far as we can see this will be the practical 
result of investing in a set of these handy 
little fellows. 

Coming as it does just before the 
Northern Audio Fair the London Radio 
Show is obviously overshadowed by forth- 
coming events. Nevertheless we leave the 
manufacturers with an overwhelming feel- 
ing of confidence — confidence that the 
industry is going all out to produce the 
equipment that the consumer really wants 

Stereo playback only. For owners of 
existing equipment who wish to repro- 

duce Musicassettes 
2500 cassette player it comprises deck and 
pre-amp only having an output level of 
1 volt into 20,000 ohms for connection to 
existing hi-fi installations or other mono 
or stereo amplifier/speaker combinations. 

Whilst it would be invidious to single 
out individual exhibitors for special men- 
tion we must refer to the comprehensive 
range of accessories now being marketed 
by Grundig and in particular a collection 
of highly practical little gadgets they have 
christened with the frightful but appro- 
priate name of " DINDAPTORS." They 
comprise short leads fitted with DIN 
plugs and/or sockets at one end and a 
vast range of alternative type plugs at 

The long awaited Compact Cassette 
autochanger will accept up to six cas- 
settes at one time and will then play 

back in sequence automatically 
and at prices he can afford. In spite of 
purchase tax changes there is no depres- 
sion—to the contrary the trade is looking 
forward to an unparalleled period of 
development and expansion. 

♦ 
( 

; - 
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The four track recorder 

with a one track mind! 

The Telefunken 204 TS all-stereo 
recorder. Offers you an interesting 
combination of features. But one thing 
above all, it has its mind set on the 
most important single requirement, 
totally faithful reproduction. 

What you get out of the 204 TS is 
exactly what you put in. It adds 
nothing of its own. Takes away 
nothing from the original sound. 
That's the Telefunken philosophy : 

dedication to faithful reproduction. 
Technical brief 

Vertical or horizontal operation. Front 
controls. Multiple 6 function switch. 
Sound on sound recordings. Separate 
controls for recording and play back, 
2 level (each with calibrated meter), 
2 volume and2 tone. 2 built in speakers. 
Mains 'preselect' switch. 

Response characteristics (Din45,511) 
40-15,OOOcps at 3] ips 

40-18,000cps at 7J ips 
40-8,000cps at II ips 

Signal to noise ratio 
50db at 7} ips, 48 db at 33 ips 

Wow and flutter, ~ ±0 25% at 33 ips 
^ ±015% at 71 ips,S ±0-4% at H ips 
S. 136.12.5 

Telefunken, 
dedicated to faithful reproduction 

AEGj Telefunken 
27 Chancery Lane London WC2 

Av 
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HARROGATE SEPTEMBER 20th to 22nd 

THE NORTHERN AUDIO FAIR 

FROM Friday, September 20th, to Sunday, September 22nd, 
The Hotel Majestic, Harrogate, will be the scene of the 

1968 International Northern Audio Fair. There are many 
arguments in favour of holding a major exhibition in some part 
of the country other than London. Why should Londoners be 
privileged to enjoy the delights of all that is annually offered at 
the Russell Hotel to the exclusion of those who happen to live 
in the far North? Or East or West, for that matter? It would be 
a brave—or foolish—man who would suggest that an appreciation 
of the good things of sound reproduction is only to be found 
in the limited area around the capital. High fidelity (for want of 
a better term) is something that knows no boundaries of town 
or city, or indeed of race, creed or any of the other invidious 
categories by which people are artificially separated. TAPE 
Recording Magazine believes that it is equally in the interest of 
manufacturers, retailers and the public for exhibitions of this 
kind to be made available to as many people as possible. So we 
wish the Northern Audio Fair every success and would urge 
our readers who live within reach of Harrogate to support it 
by attending. 

The organiser has had quite a problem in arranging dates 
that would be acceptable to everyone. Inevitably he has nor 
succeeded. We have received a joint letter from a number of 
well-known British manufacturers which clearly sets out their 
point of view. It reads as follows: — 

" There seems to be some implication that British audio 
manufacturers are unwilling to support Northern dealers because 
many are not taking part in the Northern Audio Fair. This is 
by no means the intention. The International Audio Fair com- 
mittee which fairly represents most British audio manufacturers 
held a meeting on the 20th February, 1968. It was pointed out 
that there were some twelve similar exhibitions in various parts 
of the world in which many of us have to participate, and it 
was for this reason that the committee elected by a majority 
vote to support only one Audio Fair in England each year. 

Mr. C. Rex Hassan subsequently organised a high fidelity 
exhibition in Harrogate . . . however, the following manufac- 

turers are not taking part in accordance with their earlier 
decision." 

Armstrong Audio Limited. 
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd. 
K.E.F. Electronics Limited. 
Lowther Manufacturing Co. 

Acoustical Manufacturing Co. 
Ltd. 

Rogers Developments (Elec- 
tronics) Ltd. 

The decision whether or not to take part in a Fair of this 
kind is the private and personal concern of the individual firms. 
We can only say that the presence of the six named companies 
will be sadly missed as together they represent a goodly propor- 
tion of the first rank of British manufacturers. 

We, too, have been faced with a problem. A considerable 
amount of editorial space is devoted each year to the London 
Audio Fair, and we feel it would be impractical to give an equal 
coverage to the Northern Fair. Instead we are now publishing 
a complete list of exhibitors, together with their room numbers, 
and would ask our Northern readers to be kind enough to refer 
back to our April issue for our notes on how to get the best 
out of this kind of exhibition. We shall follow this up by report- 
ing on new or outstanding equipment on show at Harrogate 
provided it was not mentioned in our " Audio Fair Retrospect" 
in the June issue. 

Tape recording is a part—although a very specialised part— 
of the wider subject known as " high fidelity sound reproduc- 
tion." Every year more and more people are disposing of their 
old, inefficient radiograms and are beginning to appreciate for 
the first time just what good sound really is. We, the recording 
enthusiasts, do not merely sit back and listen; we are the 
creative fraternity who derive as much or more pleasure from 
actually making a recording as we do from listening. Many of 
those for whom Harrogate offers the first chance to visit an 
Audio Fair will be amazed at what they hear. As they investigate 
the possibilities of magnetic tape they will be even more amazed 
at what they can do. To them, and to all the old friends we are 
sure to see again, we offer the hand of friendship in the finest 
hobby in the world. 

LIST OF EXHIBITORS 

Demonstration 
Trade Name Room No. 
Akai   123/105 
Arena   162 
Audio Fidelity  137 
Audio Technica  251/252 
BASF  247/249 
Beyer   224 
Bowers and Wilkins   109/121 
Braun  223 Office 205 
Celestion   132/133 
Chilton  11 l/l 12 
Colton   Booth 
Connoisseur   139/140 
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Daystrom  158/160 
Dlamons Stylus   211/212 
Drury  118 
Dual   243 245 
Elizabethan   143 145 
Farnell  Ground Floor Room 
Ferrograph   116/117 
Goldring   138 161 
Hi-Fi Sound  Front Booth 
Hi-Fi News  Display 
Helme  209 220 
Leak  232/233 and Booth 
Luxor   163 
Metrosound  238 
Mordaunt Short  155 and Booth 
Ortofon  237 
Philips   229/230 and Office 
Richard Allan   234/235 

Roslo Front Booth 
Revox Studer   216/217 
Sansui   208/221 
Sanyo  147/149 Office 150 
Sinclair  108/121 
Shure   134/135 
SME  Front Booth 
Stereosound   151/152 
Tandberg   102/130 
Tannoy  226/227 
Telefunken  239/240 
Trio  258/260 
Thorens  261/262 
Uher  129/103 
W. B. Stentorian   201/202 
Wharfedale   126/127 and Booth 
Wireless WorldjElectrical & Electronic 

Trader  Front Booth 
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ONY 

^Something new for the record . . . Here s the TC-355 tape deck —four 
Jracks and two channels for stereo/mono recording and playback. Superb 

finish on the outside and SONY expertise inside - the TC-355 is for the 
enthusiast who knows what he's doing: allows sound-on-sound 

recording, and there's a professional three head system for tape/ 
source monitoring. 

Model TC-355 - for the man who is something more 
than an enthusiast. 

NS. 

m 

w 

> 
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\ 

y.^y 
Sony 

« 
-I*-*-" 

Recommended Retail Price £99 

Specifications 
Recording system: 

Power requirement: 

Tape speed: 
Reel capacity; 
Frequency response: 

Signal-lo-noise ratio: 
Wow and Flutter: 

Harmonic distortion: 

Level indication: 
Inputs: 

Outputs: 

Dimensions: 
Weight: 
Optional accessories: 

4-track stereo/mono 
recording and playback 
ACIOO.IIO, 117.125, 
220 or 240V 30 watts, 
50/60 Hz 
7^ips, 33ips, l ^ips 
7" or smaller 
20-25.000 Hz at 7 iips 
30 - 20.000 Hz=3bB at 
7s ips 
30-1 7,000 Hz at 3i ips 
30 - 9,000 Hz at 1 £ ips 
Better than 52 dB 
Less than 0.15% at 
71 ips 
Less than 0,25% at 
32 ips 
Less than 1.6% at 
normal recording level 
Dual VU meter 
Microphone input jack: 
Sensitivity: -72dB 
(0.19mV) 
Impedance; 600 ohms 
Auxiliary input jack: 
Sensitivity:-22dB 
(0.06V) 
Impedance; Approx. 
560K ohms 
Line output jack: 
Output leveltOdB 
(0.775V) 
Impedance: 100K ohms 
Headphone jack: 
Output level; -28dB 
(0.031V) 
Impedance: 8 ohms 
15TV''7^V'x14" 
22 lbs 
Microphone F-98 or 
equivalent (600 ohms) 
Stereo headset DR-3A, 
Microphone mixer MX-6S 

SONY 
RESEARCH MAKES THE DIFFERENCE 
Sony (U.K.) Limited, 
36/40 Wigmore Street, London. W.I. 
Telephone; 01-935 3546/3391. 
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Akai can think of 24 reasons 

why you should go for the new 

M9 stereo tape recorder 

4-track stereo/monaural recording and playback. 

3 speeds (l|, 3| and 7J ips) plus 15 ips with 15 ips 
adaptor kit. 

3 heads . . . CROSS-FIELD HEAD SYSTEM (Erase, 
recording playback and bias heads). 

Hysteresis synchronous 2-specd motor. 

High capacity 4 OW MUSIC POWER all silicon transistor 
amplifier. 
Shield Type head for high S/N ratio. 
Wide CROSS-FIELD frequency response. 
Sound on Sound. 
Automatic shut off. Automatic stop. 
Automatic pinch wheel release. Automatic lever 
release. 
Two lever system for sure operation and robust con- 
struction. 
Track selector knob for simple selection between stereo 
and monaural. 
Instant stop control with start button. 
Tape cleaner with release button. 
Recording mode switch. 
Tone controls. 
Bass switch. 
Equalizer for each tape speed. 
Tape shifter in fast forward/rewind operation. 
DIN jack, Stereo headphone jacks. 
Four digit index counter with reset button, VU 
meters. 
Finely oil-finished wooden cabinet. 
Vertical and horizontal operation. 
Universal voltage selector (from 100V to 240V; 50/60 
cps). 
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but you will probably choose it simply because it's the best 
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m 
NATURE 

NOTES 

FOR 

^ OCTOBER 

BY RICHARD MARGOSCHIS 

DURING the last few years a lot has been done by various 
authorities to protect the countryside and to provide access for 

pleasure and recreational purposes. Among other things this activity- 
has brought about the introduction by the Government of National 
Parks in areas of the country which are recognised as being of 
outstanding beauty. 

In addition nature reserves and field study centres are to be 
found up and down the British Isles; when you start looking for 
them you may be surprised at their number and variety, and the 
organisations sponsoring them are just as varied. Access to the 
reserves varies; at some it is forbidden completely except to permit 
holders whilst at others the public has restricted access. There is 
a very good reason for this, of course, particularly where special 
care is being taken of a species and where detailed observations 
and experiments are being carried out. Some of the field centres 
are privately owned and others are run by public bodies. 

The Forestry Commission has control of large tracts of forest in 
various stages of growth providing a varied fauna. I have found 
their Forest Wardens most helpful and an approach to the local 
man will usually result in the necessary permission to use forest 
tracks. 

A great deal has been done too by smaller authorities, often 
helped out by private organisations such as ramblers' and walkers' 
associations, to make sure that in other parts of the country public 
footpaths are kept open and a right of way maintained. 

Generally speaking National Parks arc accessible to the majority 
only at holiday times and, perhaps, weekends. The importance of 
the local public footpath is in the short term ramble and in giving 
access to places near one's home but as far as possible from roads, 
railways, etc. These footpaths arc worth sorting out in your locality, 
and if you come across one which is badly obstructed it would be a 
public service to do what you can to get it opened up. 

There is a wide network of canals, or inland waterways as they 
are now called, covering a lot of the country; the two paths along 
them frequently provide an excellent and easy access to quiet places. 
I have often thought that a small boat, particularly one without an 
engine, would be a very good way of approaching wild life along 
these waterways. 

Another interesting access can be provided by British Rail's 
reduction in track mileage. As they go out of use cuttings and 
embankments along these old lines are reverting to nature and in 
many places they arc rich in both flora and fauna. If the tracks 
have not been removed do be sure that the line is closed; remember 
that some tracks disused by British Rail are being opened up 
again by preservation societies. 

Access such as I have been talking about is of extreme importance 
to the naturalist, whether he is interested in sound recording or any 
other branch. In fact special access is frequendy necessary to carry 
out the work being attempted. Only too frequendy I have found 
myself on a path listening to a bird calling from an area to which 
access is forbidden me; the situation can become very templing. 
On many reserves the permits arc there for the asking; on others 
a charge is made. 

In a very informal way the same sort of thing applies when 
visiting your local countryside. An approach to farmers and land- 
owners with an explanation of what you are doing generally brings 
not only the necessary permission but also help. A farmer usually 
has a very good idea of what goes on on his land and, with perhaps 
a little persuasion, he will keep you informed of any unexpected 
activity. 

Another useful fellow to know is the gamekeeper. I made friends 
with one quite accidentally when I was wandering along a public 
road running between his woods. A gamekeeper is naturally sus- 
picious of any stranger and I think my equipment had him guessing 
a litde. However, we arc now firm friends and he lets me go into 
his woods, but I always honour any instruction of his as to where 
and when NOT to go. He is a man who makes his living by dealing 
with nature, but often we find that our views are opposite. It is 
inevitable that they should be, but so long as we are able to see 
each other's point of view there is no reason why we should not 
remain firm friends. 

Made in England 

3 

^7 

With the NEW 

LM300from 

London 

Microphone 

Latest release in the range of LM Microphones is the 
most sophisticated design yet. The robust, metal construc- 
tion with its good back-to-front discrimination is ideal for 
speech reinforcement systems and recordings. 

Recommended retail price from £12 including built-in 
cable, depending on impedances. 
For details of the LM300 and other superb microphones 
in the LM range, please ring or write to: 

London Microphone Company Ltd 
182-4 Campden Hill Road, London W.8. Telephone: 
01-727 0711 Telex: 23894 
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DEVELOPED over the past 15 years 
the domestic set-up seen on our front 

cover this month started as a straight- 
forward record player on a pull-out drawer 
with record storage below and an external 
main amplifier based on the Osram 912 
circuit, i.e., the left-hand half of the main 
cabinet. This cabinet was later extended 
to accommodate a Collaro Studio tape 
deck with Mullard Type C amplifier 
mounted immediately beneath, again on 
pull-out runners. Below this unit is a 
drop-down door enclosing a microphone, 
cables and accessories cupboard behind 
which the main amplifier is now housed. 

Next acquisition was the portable mains 
recorder on the right built from Magna- 
vox components which were being sold 
off cheaply at the time. When the pull of 
television could no longer be resisted, 
about four years ago, the right-hand 
cabinet was built to support the TV set 
and provide a slide-out home for the 
second recorder, the side-by-side arrange- 
ment being devised to facilitate tape trans- 
ferring. There is also another cupboard 
beneath this recorder. 

Most recent development was the addi- 
tion of a Pye AM/FM car radio 
beneath the Collaro transcription turn- 
table unit powered by a Sinclair mains 
unit. Below this is a stereo Compact 
Cassette player which, at the time the 
photograph was taken, fed its own speakers 
at the other end of the room. Since then 
the cassette player has been displaced by 
a Radiomobile battery-operated portable 
cassette recorder which when placed in 
the cabinet is also supplied by the Sinclair 
unit and its output on re-play fed into 
the output stage of the car radio using 
the jack socket provided for this purpose. 

-■ 

Our front cover picture this mouth 

ONE MAN'S 

HI-FI 

By Eric Coushion 

Accessories Editor, " Motor " Magazine 

A switching arrangement connects the car 
radio direct to a pair of balance-controlled 
speakers at the far end of the room, the 
main one being a G.E.C. metal cone unit 
in its approved octagonal cabinet while 
the other, a 7 in. x 4 in. elliptical in the 
opposite corner and discretely hidden, 
simply serves to give a spread of sound 
and negate the point-source effect of a 
single speaker. 

With the speaker switch set for radio 
or cassette reproduction a third speaker 

(a partially hidden 7 in. x 4 in.) is linked 
to the main amplifier so that alarm signals 
from a microphone in the children's bed- 
room upstairs fed into the pre-amplifier 
can also be heard. Turning this selector 
switch transfers the main speakers from 
the solid state radio/cassette system to the 
valved amplifiers, at the same time cutting 
off power to the transistor units so that 
they cannot be operated while their 
speakers are disconnected. In this setting 
the upstairs alarm signals are balanced in 
inverse proportion to the output from the 
record player or tape deck using ganged 
volume controls so that rotation raises 
the output from one source and, at the 
same time, lowers it from the other. 

Another feature that has proved of value 
is that each section, the Mullard designed 
2-valve pre-amplifier, Osram 912 based 
main amplifier, the Type C tape amplifier 
and the radio/cassette unit all have their 
own mains units. This helps considerably 
when a breakdown occurs (fortunately 
very infrequently) as each unit can be 
quickly checked and rectified without dis- 
turbing others. Furthermore both the 
record turntable and tape deck " drawers " 
can be easily removed merely by releasing 
four bolts and two plugs on each. 

As a further refinement, the turntable 
section can be transferred to a carrying 
case and with the main amplifier and two 
10 in. WB speakers in portable cabinets, 
quickly converting part of the outfit into 
a low-power PA system which has been 
used successfully for several indoor social 
functions and garden parties. 

Incidentally all the cabinets and the lay- 
out of the components were designed and 
made by the writer in addition to assembly 
of all the amplifiers. 

Il1] 

REVIEWS 

CINDERELLA ROCKEFELLA. Esther and 
Abi Ofarim. Philips MCP 1008. 19s. 9d. 
including purchase tax. 

For some time now Philips have been mar- 
keting " EP" Musicassettes and they seem 
to have escaped our review net. So here 
goes with the first of them. 

These EPs differ from standard Musicas- 
settes only in the packing and in the length 
of the programme. Sold at a price that will 
make them competitive with EP gramophone 
records they offer two hit numbers on each 
side. The actual cassette itself is of course 
identical to those we are accustomed to 
handling (except there is naturally not so 
much tape inside!) but instead of the 
familiar hard, transparent outer casing these 
come in a lightweight inner container which 
slips inside an illustrated cardboard sleeve. 
Certainly not so durable, but then does a 
pop record need to be packed as if it were 
to endure for a lifetime—or longer? 

Recorded quality is generally excellent and 
the sound produced via a good main ampli- 
fier and pair of full-range speakers leaves 
nothing to be desired. EP pops are invariably 
played on small, inadequate record players 
426 

with the stylus ploughing out the grooves 
on the first time round. All too often the 
discs themselves are blamed for the inevit- 
ably nasty noise that results, but in fact the 
crime is usually committed by the owner 
himself. 

Whether one uses tape or disc a good 
amplifier/loudspeaker system is essential. 
But if one then uses tape instead of disc 
at least the owner has the certain knowledge 
that he is not destroying his programme 
source as he plays it. It's one of those obvious 
facts of life that are so obvious they escape 
the notice of a great many people. I know 
we have to pay more for tape, but I'm afraid 
it's a case of the more expensive being the 
cheapest in the long run. 

So to come to this particular album. 
Esther and Abi made an enormous impact— 
due as much to their charming personalities 
as to their vocal ability. But their voices 
provide such a pleasant blend of easy sound 
that we could none of us help falling in love 
with them. Listening to these four numbers. 
Morning of my Life, Lonesome Road, 
Cinderella Rockefella and Garden of my 
Home one is again reminded of the contrast 
between their melodic exuberance and the 
more harsh, raucous sound that is now de- 
clining in popularity. They don't just sing 
—they enjoy singing and it's infectious. 
So having been infected I can do no more 
than thoroughly recommend it as a fine 
example of the EP Musicassette. 

CABARET. Frankie Vaughan. Philips MCP 
1014. 19s. 9d. including purchase tax. 

I wonder why Frankie Vaughan always 
sounds faintly breathless? Whatever the 
reason he breathlessly makes his way here 
through: Cabaret, Someone Must have Hurt 
You a Lot, Hello Dolly and I Gotta Have 
You. 

Of these numbers Hello Dolly stands head 
and shoulders above the others, both in 
composition and performance. It suits the 
Vaughan voice precisely—fits him like a 
well-made glove, in fact. Which, after all, 
is the formula for a top hit. By comparison 
I found the rest of the album to be lacking 
in appeal. Not that there's anything wrong 
with the recording—it's just that the reper- 
toire could have been more imaginative. A 
pity, really, because he deserves better treat- 
ment. 

By the way, I should make it clear that 
these EP Musicassettes are, of course, 
" stereo compatible " like the standard ones. 
In other words they will reproduce mono on 
a mono player but will also give true stereo 
when reproduced on a stereo machine with a 
pair of speakers. 

I don't think this one is really for me, but 
only because three of the numbers do not 
have sufficient interest. Others may not 
agree. 
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MUSICASSETTE REVIEWS—continued 

THERE BUT FOR FORTUNE. Joan Baez. 
Fontana MCF 5013. 19s. 9<1. including 
purchase tax. 

The one and only Joan Baez gives us on 
this EP: Don't Think Twice It's All Right, 
Plaisir D'Amour, There But For Fortune 
and Silver Dagger. This list of tides under- 
lines an important fact about these Musi- 
cassettes; EP discs usually offer two top hits 
on one side coupled with two second-raters 
on the other, whereas the intention with 
cassette is to give four hit tunes in every 
album. This certainly helps to make up for 
the 6s. lOd. price differential. 

Whatever one might think of the more 
flamboyant Baez the vocalist lacks nothing. 
Haunting and tender, she has a quality that 
represents—for me at least—all that is best 
in the folk/protest idiom. And personally I 
would rather have a single song than a 
thousand bricks through diplomats' windows- 

There could be many reasons for buying 
this collection, but the one that would influ- 
ence me most is the simplest in the world— 
I like it very much indeed. Sound quality 
could hardly be improved and the perform- 
ance need not be questioned. Amongst all 
the other things that Baez might or might 
not be she is thoroughly professional in every 
way. Well worth the money, this is an album 
I would hate to be without. 

SONGS OF GRIEF AND GLORY. Robin 
Hall and Jimmie Macgregor. Fontana 
MCF 5012. 19s. 9d. including purchase 
tax. 

With boistrous good humour Robin and 
Jimmie make their rollicking way through: 
Back Buchanan Street, There must be some- 
thing wonderful about Fighting, Folk Nativ- 
ity, Irony Road and The Folk Singer. Five 
for the price of four. 

One gets rather tired of repeating the 
tedious phrase, " recorded quality is excel- 
lent," but again there is no fault to find in 
this EP except, perhaps, a rather noisy run- 
in at the very beginning. But after that all 
is thundering good fun in the traditional 
manner, even when the theme is sacred as in 
Folk Nativity and (partly) Irony Road. The 
Folk Singer is my favourite in this collection, 
and they really do put it over with a verve 
and sardonic humour that does one good to 
hear. It's a gem of an " anti-protest," that 
one. The coupling here offer an unsusual 
collection that will appeal to all the duo's 
fans, and that must mean pretty nearly 
everyone. 

THE LEGEND OF XANADU. Dave Dee, 
Dozy, Beaky, Mick and Tich. Fontana 
MCF SOU. 19s. 9d. including purchase 
tax. 

With whips lashing and pistols cracking 
one should definitely turn all levels down 
to avoid getting hurt by the first number, the 
title-piece, The Legend of Xanadu. This is 
followed, more peacefully, by Please on side 
one and then Over and Over Again and Nose 
for Trouble on side two. 

This album chiefly impresses me for the 
high level of its recording, which has been 
achieved without sacrificing quality. On the 
other hand obtrusive technical gimmickry 
in Please is very tiresome. 

Not a collection that I would buy myself, 
but all the items are well known and if this 
is your kind of poison then you will surely 
enjoy it. Personally I prefer a more delicate 
flavouring to my cyanide! 
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CludiaA 

ONE topic that was on all the manu- 
facturers' lips as I walked around the 

trade Radio Show was the uncertainty of 
the effect of purchase tax changes, par- 
ticularly in relation to tape recorders. 
Although this iniquitous tax was imposed 
as long ago as mid-March it is still too 
early to assess the effect it will have on the 
trade in general. Owing to deliberate high 
level encouragement from the government 
we endured what the newspapers were 
pleased to call a " spending spree " during 
the first two and a half months of the 
year. The public were warned of heavy 
taxation increases about to be announced 
in what was then the forthcoming budget, 
and so everyone with both a little 
commonsense and a little money hurried 
to make their purchases. 

Inevitably the result was a boom, par- 
ticularly in tape recorders and hi-fi equip- 
ment. Retailers could sell all the goods 
they could get hold of and manufacturers 
were working overtime in their rush to 
supply. This state of affairs continued even 
after the budget in the scramble to pur- 
chase goods that were still tax free. 

But now we have come to the summer, 
which is traditionally a slack time in the 
audio world. The combination of purchase 
tax and summer holidays, in conjunction 
with the aftermath of the spending spree, 
have contrived to achieve a mild recession 
in retail sales. The question the business- 
men are asking is whether the present 
level of sales is permanent or whether 
trade will pick up again during the com- 
ing winter? 

I don't know if I have better eyesight 
or if. my crystal ball is more accurately 
tuned to the correct wavelength, but it 
seems to me that the answer is obvious. 
Tape recorders are now part of the pattern 
of modem living and it will take a great 
deal more than governmental ineptitude 
to extinguish the market. In fact I would 
stick out my neck and forecast not decline 
but a progressive rate of expansion, al- 
though at a somewhat slower pace than 
we visualised before that catastrophic 
budget. The reasons are simple. Not only 
is the industry continuously developing 
and producing better and more versatile 
products but at the same time ever-in- 
creasing numbers of people are acquiring 
good quality sound reproducing equip- 
ment of which the tape recorder will 

always be an integral part. A more fruitful 
line of speculation would be to conjecture 
what changes, if any, will take place in 
buying habits within the existing market. 
Will the consumer tend to favour the lower 
cost equipment because of the increased 
prices of top quality machines? Strangely, 
all my investigations so far indicate the 
contrary to be the case. Displaying a 
wisdom with which they are rarely 
credited the public are veering towards 
the upper end of the price bracket be- 
cause they reason, quite rightly, that it is 
far better to invest £100 or so in a really 
fine piece of equipment rather than 
possibly waste £30 on something inferior. 
Yet another side effect of these tax changes 
is the inescapable fact that in this per- 
versely twisted society of ours an aura of 
respectability is often associated with the 
words " purchase tax" when they are 
applied to a product in a retail shop. 
Strange though it may sound we have 
come to equate the fact that all the really 
good things in life are taxed with the 
corollary that if the thing is not taxed it's 
probably not worth buying. Which to my 
simple mind represents the ultimate con- 
fusion of muddled thinking. 

HAVE you ever thought about taking a 
course in tape recording or sound repro- 

duction? This is the time to find out just what 
is available in your own area. Most Evening 
Institute classes begin in mid-September and I 
would strongly advise would-be students to 
make inquiries before that date. 

I have details of a course run by the London 
Borough of Hounslow Education Committee 
held at Brentford and entitled " High Fidelity 
and Tape Recording." The syllabus states that 
the course is designed to give an insight into 
the technique of high fidelity, tape reproduction 
and recording and to get the best out of existing 
apparatus and machines including notes on 
construction and maintenance. Programming 
and special applications, both stereo and mono, 
will be dealt with as well as sound on tape or 
film for cine work. The fee is 3Ss. and the 
address for letters is:— 

The Organiser of Adult Education, 
Hounslow Manor School, Holloway Street, 
Hounslow. 
Another class of which I have personal 

knowledge is that held at the Mayfleld Secondary 
School, Wandsworth, S.W.I8 under the title 
"Tape Recording Techniques." One of the 
features of this particular course is the very 
informal and friendly spirit—more like a club. 
In fact some of the students have been attending 
for several years and the present instructor, 
Mr. Peter Bowden, is himself a " graduate" 
of the class. Inquiries should be addressed to:— 

The Principal. Central Wandsworth 
Institute, Merton Road, London, S.W. 18. 

A HOT news item has just arrived on 
my desk in the form of a press release 

from one of the major firms in the tape 
business. It tells an exciting story of a 
brilliant new idea from the Stales. You will 
be thrilled when I tell you about it. Over 
there, so I'm told, people have actually 
begun to send voice recordings instead of 
letters! Well, well! Whatever will they think 
of next? 
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NEW PRODUCTS 

recorder in the event of an accidental short 
circuit or overload. 

IT'S AN 

AMPLIFIER! 
DESCRIBED as " the world's first mono- 

lithic integrated circuit high fidelity am- 
plifier and pre-amp" Sinclair announce the 
introduction of their IC 10. 

The circuit is a specially processed silicon 
chip 120th of an inch square by 0.001 in. 
thick. It contains thirteen transistors, three 
diodes and eighteen resistors. Said to be a 
true high fidelity amplifier possessing distinct 
advantages over conventional types it is 
claimed that battery operation is perfectly 
satisfactory due to freedom from thermal 
run away and very low distortion level. As 
an audio amplifier the IC 10 requires only 
the addition of the usual tone and volume 
controls. 

y 
m 5 X 

Specification includes a claimed 10 watts 
peak, 5 watts RMS output with frequency 
response 5 to 100 kHertz plus or minus 1 dB 
with total harmonic distortion less than 1 
per cent at full output. Supply voltage is 8 
to 18 volts, sensitivity 5 mV with input im- 
pedance adjustable externally up to 2.5 
megohms. Size is 1 in. x 0.4 in. x 0.2 in. and 
the price including instruction manual 
59s. 6d. 

Sinclair Radionics Limited, 22 Newmarket 
Road, Cambridge. 

NAGRA IV 
NEWS has just been released of the 

Nagra IV. This new model has many 
improvements over its predecessors yet is 
smaller and 1 lb. lighter. The adoption of 
modular design offers a wide choice of facili- 
ties merely by plugging in different printed 
circuit boards and allows rapid repair by the 
exchange of modules. 

A two microphone input (standard) gives 
a useful mixing facility. 

Improved speed stability results from the 
capstan being positioned between the bear- 
ings instead of overhanging them. The motor, 
specially designed and manufactured by the 
Kudelski Company, is servo speed stabilised. 
Self-checking features prevent damage to the 

A level switch on the front panel allows 
manual or automatic level control of both 
microphone channels or automatic level 
control of channel 1 and manual control of 
channel 2. The major innovation of the cir- 
cuit is that the control voltage is derived by 
two independent means. The first which has 
an ultra rapid response time is designed to 
attenuate transients over the normal level of 
the signal. The second operates after the 
signal has lasted for a short lime and so is 
no longer treated as transient but as the 
signal which it is desired to control. Perhaps 
even more important the Nagra IV uses a 
new recording process which reduces the 
overall distortion by one order of magnitude. 
This permits the recording level to be in- 
creased by 4 dB whilst reducing distortion, 
for example the Nagra IV produces only 0.8 
per cent distortion at + 4 dB at 1 KHz. 
One result of this feature is a claimed signal- 
to-noise ratio of 73 dB with Scotch 202 
Dynarange tape. 

Size is 12i in. x 8J in. x 4i in. and the 
weight excluding batteries 11 lb. 9 oz. The 
three speeds are 15, 7-j and 3J ips and speed 
stability is quoted as 0.1 per cent. Prices of 
the new Nagra Model IV are obtainable on 
application from the distributor: 

Hay den Laboratories Limited, East house. 
Chihem Avenue, Amersham, Bucks. 

SPACE SAVING 
SPEAKER UNIT 
ANEW loudspeaker of unusual design 

is now announced by the Oakland Trad- 
ing Company. The P20 unit is claimed to 
have an excellent response curve within a 
frequency range of from 40-20,000 Hertz 
but even complete in a solid teak waterproof 
cabinet is onlv 2} in. deep. 

Sensitivity rating is 85 dB/M for 1 watt 
and the power handling capability is given as 
20 watts peak or 10 watts RMS. 

Measuring 18 in. high x 14 in. wide the 
P20 offers an unusual and space saving solu- 
tion for those considering new speaker equip- 
ment at modest prices. The cost of the P20 
is approximately 12 guineas. 

The Oakland Trading Company, 68 Lupus 
Street, London, S.W.I 

TELEFUNKEN 

LATEST MODELS 
MODERN styling and outstanding quality 

performance are claimed for the Tele- 
funken M250 half-track stereo tape recorder. 
Fitted with separate record and playback 
heads before and after record montoring is 
available together with echo and reverbera- 
tion effects. Both channels are individually 
and separately controlled so that if required 
two different programmes can be run at the 
same time in different rooms. 

An unusual feature are the two Vernier 
slide controls for record gain and also the 
inclusion of two pre-set level controls for 
special effects. Frequency response is to 
DIN 45500 giving 40-18,000 Hertz at 7i ips 
and 40-15,000 Hertz at 3| ips. Signal-to- 
noise ratio is given as 54 dB at both speeds. 

-» 

The front and back of the M250 cabinet 
are finished in wood veneers but in addition 
the manufacturers offer as extras coloured 
metal facings to fit over the front and back 
of the equipment. These are available in red, 
white and green and will enable the owner to 
" personalise " the machine to suit individual 
taste or decor. 

Dimensions are 183- in. x 12J in. x 43 in., 
the weight is 26 lb. and price is 150 guineas. 
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A new version of the Magnetophon 204 
designated 204 TS is now available. Follow- 
ing popular demand the input and output 
socket panel has been removed from the 
front deck plate to the rear so that connecting 
cables may remain invisible. This four-track 
mono and stereo machine offers three speeds, 
73, 3J and If ips with a frequency response 
claimed to conform to DIN 45511 standards 
having a lower limit of 40 Hertz with an 
upper figure of 18,000 Hertz at 73 ips, 15,000 
Hertz at 33 ips and 8,000 Hertz at If ips. 
Signal-to-noise is given as 50 dB at 73 ips 
and 48 dB at 33 ips and wow and flutter 0.15 
per cent at the former speed and 0.25 per 
cent at the latter. 

Dimensions are 193 in. x 133 in. x 73 in., 
the weight is approximately 28 lb and the 
cost £136 12s. 5d. 

AEG {Great Britain) Limited, Lonsdale 
Chambers, 27 Chancery Lane, London, 
W.C.2. 
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YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

LONDON 

Masseys 

Centre 

off Sound 
W««l London'* HI-FI tap* Reeordor Spaclallat 

—Damonstration Room with Comparator 
APPOINTED FERROGRAPH DEALER 

AT 
CHISWICK, W.4 

Accessories, All Kinds—Servicing—Pre-Recorded 
Tapes Mono/Stereo 

121-123 High Road—10 a.m.-7 p.m. 
A TEL: CHI 2082 ► 

(not closed (or lunch) 

TAPE RECORDER HI-EI CENTRE 
(SHEEN) LTD. 
—The Centre for— 

FRIENDLY HELP—SALES—SERVICE 
DEMONSTRATIONS ANY TIME—ALL PRE- 

RECORDED TAPES—STEREO—MONO 
LANGUAGES—DANCE—JAZZ—SHOWS 

CLASSICS, etc.—2 and 4 TRACK—STOCKISTS 
OF ALL MAKES AND MODELS OF RECORDERS 

AND HI-FI—Add sound to your movies with Synchrodek—WE ARE STOCKISTS OF 
SYNCHRODEK 

TERMS—EXCHANGES, ETC. 
»/« STATION PARADE, SHEEN LANE. 

SHEEN. LONDON. S.W.14 
(Opposilo Mortlake Station. S.R.) Showroom; PROapecl 0985 

9 a.m.—6 p.m. Closed Wednesdays. 

ee Clectxonicd 

THE TAPE RECORDER & 
HI-FI AUDIO SPECIALISTS 

408 EOCWARE RD.. LONDON, W.2(PAD 5521) 
London's leading Stockists of High-Fidelity 
and Audio Equipment. Many bargains in 

new and reconditioned equipment. 
SEND FOR FREE LISTS OF RECORDING 
TAPES. RECORDERS, AMPLIFIERS, ETC. 

APPOINTED B. & O. AGENTS 

THE SOUTH 

THE SOUTH WEST 

TOM MOLLAND LTD. 
Invite you to visit their 

well-equipped 
Demonstration Theatre and 

compare all the leading makes of 
Hi-Fi and Tape Equipment at 

110 CORNWALL ST., PLYMOUTH 
Telephone 69285 

'mmediate delivery to ALL Areas 

YOUR LOCAL DEALER 

THE NORTH 

CHESHIRE 

fcHflRLESUIORTHV) 
OF. CREWE LTD. 

Tape Recorder 

and Hi-Fi Specialists 

Head Office: 14 Hichtown, Crewe. Tel. 3327 
Hi-Fi CENTRE: 28 HIGHTOWN, CREWE. 

Technical Division: 19 Ludford St., Crewe. 

TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE (HALIFAX) 
stock all the best 

Tape Recorders, Hi-Fi Equipment. 
Tape, Pre-Recorded Tape. etc. 

REVOX 
specialist 

30 King Cross Street, Halifax 
Phone 66832 

CUSSINS & 

LIGHT LTD. 
YORK'S LEADING RADIO 
TV & ELECTRICAL STORE 
Viait our First Floor TAPE RECORDER 

CENTRE 
LARGEST RANGE 
OF RECORDERS 
& ACCESSORIES 
IN THE NORTH 
KING'S SQ. 

YORK 

TEL 
55666 

ramp"*" 

for good 

SOUND 
miPMBNT 

ucers.lt 
Itham. JVliddlefiO 

The sound of 

GRUNDIG 

tape recorders 

C200 Go-Anywhere Cassette Recorder 
la the home or car and out-of-doors. Battery or mains convertible. Easy operation controls. Tone control 
good. Sound, elegant cabinet. Complete with remote 
control microphone, lead and cassette. 
Price 47 gns. 

cs 

TK140 DE-LUK£ -"-/track 
With the unique G'undig Easy-G mast control. 32 ips 
speed. 6' x 4" speaker. Tone control. In/Output 
sockets. Complete with microphone, lead, tape and 
spool. 
Price 44* gns. 2-irack version TK120 Price 37^ gns. 

a 

TK I4S DE-LUXE 
4/track Automatic Recorder 
With the Grundig 4 Magic Ear' and fully automatic 
device which guarantees perfect recording level adjust- 
ment. with superiraposition facility, and manual 
operation. What is more, you can make synchronised 
recordings by using a monitoring amplifier. 
Price 51 gns. 

% 

PART EXCHANGES 
TOP PRICES OFFERED 

Wallace Heaton 
(City Sale) Limited 

Send for further details 
Wallace Heaton (City Sale) Ltd., 
93 Fleet Street, London, E.C.4 
Telephone 01-353 9391/2 
I have for Part Exchange  

Please send details on.. 

Easy payment details Q 
Name ..... 
Address     

... J 
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musicassettes 

This months exciting new releases include: 

TCHAIKOVSKY SYMPHONY 
NO.5; HAMLET OVERTURE 
Concerlgebouw Orcheslra, 
Amsterdam conducted by 
Wolfgang Sawallisch 
CPC0047 

SOUNDS ORCHESTRAL 
MEETS HENRY MANCINI 
CYPI84 

THE BYRDS 
GREATEST HITS! 
40.63107 

oV" v 

FRANCIS A. SINATRA & 
EDWARD K. ELLINGTON 
CRP 363 

m 
4 

■M 

K 

M 

^ t 

MMi o~ 

Kfyfi/J'"' 

■ i 

MANFRED MANN 
Mighty Garvey! 
CfP402a 

BARBRA STREISAND 
Simply Streisand 
40.63151 

SCHUBERT SYMPHONIES 
NOS. 5&2 
Dresden State 
Orchestra conducted by 
Wolfgang Sawallisch 
CPC0044 

CHAQUITO 
& THE QUEDO BRASS 
Latin Witchcraft 
F SC12000 
Special sampler - 
only 35/- 

For catalogue, please write to 
MUSICASSETTE DEPARTMENT, PHILIPS RECORDS LIMITED, 
STANHOPE HOUSE, STANHOPE PLACE, LONDON, W.2. P. tontana 

CBS 
IE 

musicassettes 
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Speeds U/3i/7t i.p.s. or 3}/7i/15 i.pjs. Weight 52 lb. Dimensions 13 J' x 22" x 9i" 

ELECTRONIC MIXERS. Various types of mixers available. 3-channel with accuracy within 1 db Peak Programme Meter. 
4-6-8-10 and 12-way mixers. Twin 2-3-4 and 5 channel stereo. Tropicalised controls. Built-in screened supplies. Balanced line mic. 
input. Outputs: 0.5v at 20 K or alternative 1 m W at 600 ohms, balanced, unbalanced or floating. 

200 WATT AMPLIFIER. Can deliver its full audio power at any frequency in the range of 30 c/s—20 Kc/s ± 1 db. Less 
than 0.2% distortion at I Kc/s. Can be used to drive mechanical devices for which power is over 120 watt on continuous sine wave. 
Input 1 m W 600 ohms. Output 100-120 v or 200-240 v. Additional matching transformers for other impedances are available. 

30/50 WATT AMPLIFIER. With 4 mixed inputs, and bass and treble tone controls. Can deliver 50 watts of speech and 
music or over 30 watts on continuous sine wave. Main amplifier has a response of 30 c/s—20 Kc/s ±ldb. 0.15% distortion. Outputs 
4, 7.5, 15 ohms and 100 volt line. Models are available with two, three or four mixed inputs for low impedance balanced line 
microphones, pick-up or guitar. 

CP50 AMPLIFIER. An all silicon transistor 50 watt amplifier for mains and 12 volt battery operation, charging its own battery 
and automatically going to battery if mains fail. Protected inputs, and overload and short circuit protected outputs for 8 ohms—15 ohms 
and 100 volt line. Bass and treble controls fitted. Models available with 1 gram and 2 low mic. inputs. 1 gram and 3 low mic. inputs 
or 4 low mic. inputs. 

100 WATT ALL SILICON AMPLIFIER. A high quality amplifier with 8 ohms—15 ohms and 100 volt line output 
for A.C. Mains. Protection is given for short and open circuit output over driving and over temperature. Input 0.4 v on 100K ohms. 

20/30 WATT MIXER AMPLIFIER. High fidelity all silicon model with F.E.T. input stages to reduce intermodulation 
distortion to a fraction of normal transistor input circuits. The response is level 20 to 20,000 cps within 2 db and over 30 times damping 
factor. At 20 watts output there is less than 0.2% intermodulation even over the microphone stage at full gain with the treble and bass 
controls set level. Standard model 1-low mic. balanced input and Hi Z gram. 

V0RTEXI0N LIMITED,257-263 The Broadway, Wimbledon, London, S.W.I9 

Telephone: 01-542 2814 & 01-542 6242/3/4 Telegrams: "Vortexion London S.W.I9" 
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1 /llXOR 

brings you the 

Swinging Sound 

from Sweden 

MP6I3 MALAR 
Stereo Tape Recorder—4 track, 3 speed. Frequency^response: 71 i.p.s. 50-19,000 c/s. 
3} i.p.s. 50-12,000 c/s., I| i.p.s. 80-6,000 c/s. Output ^watts'mono, 2x2 watts stereo. 
Automatic stop, three position speaker switch. Dual volume control. Four push 
buttons: recording (special lock prevents erasing), radio, gramophone and microphone. 
Three position channel selector. High speed rewind. Instant stop. Pause control. 
Built-in four channel mixer, multi playback, synchro playback. Combination head, 
fine laminated Fe-Ni-core, range 50dB. Max. 7" reel. Available in teak or rosewood 
with transparent dust cover. Size ISJ'x I2j"x7". 

For name and address of nearest stockist write or phone:— 

* 

A. 

84 Bolsover Street, London, W. 
Telephone 01-636 2901 (4 lines) 

CO 

©IF 

la'imi 

MAINS RECORDERS 

Pa MR EX " 753 professional I 
I Stereo Deck and. Pre-amp. ■ 
I Transistorised. 3 speed.Q I 
I 4 Track. (Mies, extra.)71 1 

special from Francis. jni^J 
Ampex 800 Series Stereo 
Ampex 1100 Stereo 
Ampcx 2100 Stereo •Altai 1710W Stereo 
•Akai 3000 Stereo 
•Altai 910 Mono •Akai M9 Stereo 
•Akai 355 Stereo 
•Brencll Mk.S/M Series III M. 
•Brenell Mk.5 Series III Mono 
Ferguson 3230 Mono 
Ferguson 3224 Mono 
Ferguson 3232 Stereo 4 Tr. 
•Ferrograph Mono 713 
•Ferrograph Stereo 702/4 
•Ferrograph Stereo 722/4 
Fidelity Studio 2 or 4 Tr. M. 
•Grundig TK245DL S/M pre- amp 
•Grundig TK340DL Stereo 
Grundig TKI40DL 4 Tr. M 3i Grundig TKI20DL 2 Tr. M 3i 
Grundig TKI45DL Auto 4 Tr.M 
Philips Cassette 3312 Stereo 
Philips 3575 St. 3 sp. 4 Track 
Philips 4306 2 sp. 4 Tr. Auto M. 
Philips 4305 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono 
•Philips 4408 Pro. 3 sp. 4 tr. St. 
•Revox 77 Stereo Transistor 
Sanyo 800 4 Tr. St. Pre-amp Dk 

FOR A FAIR DEAL 

AND HONEST SERVICE 
if Minimum Deposit and no Interest or Service Charges 

on H.P. up to 18 months. 
if Free Service during Guarantee Period. 
-jlr Generous Part Exchange Terms. 

Sanyo 919 4 Tr. 1 .p. St. 
Sanyo 939 4 Tr. 2 sp. St. 
•Sanyo 999 3 sp. 4 Tr. St. 

(Speakers extra) 
•Sanyo 800 3 sp. 4 Tr. St. PA/Deck 
•Sony TC230W Stella 463 Mono 4 Tr. 2 sp. 
Stella Mains/Batt. Cassette •Tandbcrg Ser. 6X St. PA & 

DK •Tandberg Ser. 12 St. 3 sp. 2/4T 
•Tandberg 915 Mono 3 sp. 2/4T Telefunken 200 Mono 
•Telefunken 204 St. 4 Tr. 2 sp. 
Telefunken 203 Ser. 50 M2/4Tr. 
Telefunken 201 Mono 4 Tr. 
Truvox 50 Series M 3 sp. 
Truvox RI02 or RI04 Mono •Truvox PDI02 or PDI04 St. 
Ultra 6212 Mono 4 Tr. 3 sp. •Vortexion WVA 3 sp. 2 Tr. M 
•Vortcxion WVB 3 sp. 2 Tr. M 
•Vortexion CBL 3 sp. 2 Tr. St. 
Vortexion Transistor Models •WyndsorVanguard 3sp.4Tr.M 

BATTERY MODELS 
Crowncorda Cassette 
Philips EL3302 Casette 
Philips 4200 
Sharp Batt/Mains 2 Tr. 2 sp. M 
Stella 463 Cassette 
Telefunken 300 2 Tr. Mono 
Telefunken 302 4 Tr. 2 sp. M 
Uher 4000L 4 Tr. 2 sp. Mono 
•Uher 4200; 4400 2 sp. St. 

0Microphones extra 

• SPECIAL TAPE OFFER i 
I Brand new Shamrock Tape. j 
I Top quality. Guaranteed. . ■ 2,400; 7" spool Polyester ... 25/- ■ 1,800 ; 7'  21/- 1 

| 1,200; 7' or 5J or 5'   15/- ) 
I 900; 5*   12/6 | 600; 5'   10/- | 
I P/P 1/6 per reel. Orders for £3 or more a J^sent post free. l 

#m1crophones7 mTxers 
Hammond Condenser MI00 
Grampian Reflector 
Grampian DP/4 Dynamic 
Reslo Ribbon 
AKG D.I9C 
Eagle Mixer 
Hammond 5-way Mixer 
AKG K.50 Headphones 
Philips Pre-amp Microphones by ACOS, TELEFUNKEN. BEYER. 
FILM INDUSTRIES, also STANDS. BOOMS, etc. 
MAINS POWER PACKS 
Philips, Stella 
Telefunken 300 with cell 
Uher 4000, with cell 
PRE-RECORDED TAPES & CASSETTES 
by Columbia, H.M.V. and E.M.I. Bib and 
E.M.I, splicers. Matching transformers. 
Defluxers, etc., etc. ®Cassettes by Philips, etc. 
AMusicassettes 

Hi-fi Dept.- 
•AMPLIFIERS 

Quad Rogers Leak Armstrong 
Tripleton Scott Truvox Nikko 
Goodman Ferguson Philips 
Arena Tandberg " Huldra " 

•TUNERS 
Quad Rogers, Philips Leak 
Armstrong Triplctone Arena 
Nikko Arena Tandbcrg 
** Huldra " 

• LOUDSPEAKERS 
Quad Rogers W.B. Kef 
Wharfedale Goodman Tannoy 
Lowther Leak Elac Truvox 
Ditton Philips 

•MOTORS, PICKUPS Garrard incl. Thorens 
SP.25 401, etc. Tannoy 
Goldring Shure 
Connoisseur Empire 
Dccca Sonotone 
Decca Dcram SME Mk. II 
Philips BSR 
Ortofon Pickering 
Dual Euphonic 

All types of Diamond and Sapphire 
styli, stereo and mono, Microlifts, 
Carrard, Goldring and Acos Pressure 
Gauges. Disc Preener, Acos Dust Bug. 

•CABINETS by Record Housing 
Clearvicw and G.K.D. 

169-173, STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON, S.W.I6 

01-769 0466: 01-769 0192 Between St. Leonard's Church 
and Streatham Church 

Please note this is our only address •Free Car Park in Prentis Rd.—2 mins.away 
OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAY—EARLY CLOSING WEDNESDAY 
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Where can you get a 

STEREO TAPE RECORDER 

with this specification, 

and at these prices, but 

from HEATH KIT? 

Kit £58 incl. P.T. P.P. 10/6 

Ready to Use £72 incl. P.T. P.P. 10/6 
FOR THIS SPECIFICATION 

■ J track stereo or mono record and 
playback at 7}, and I; ips ■ Sound-on- sound and tound-with-sound capabilities ■ Stereo record, stereo playback, mono 
record and playback on either channel 
■ 18 transistor circuit for cool. 
instant and dependable operation ■ i ■ Moving coil record level j _L'. p, , j| 
indicator ■ Digital counter with 
thumb-wheel zero reset ■ Stereo ^ 
microphone and auxiliary inputs ' j' 
and controls, speaker headphone and external amplifier outputs ... * 
front panel mounted for easy M ** *9 O O O 
access ■ Push-button controls for ~ operational modes ■ Built-in 
stereo power amplifier giving 4 
watts rms per channel ■ Two 
high efficiency 8 in. by S in. speakers ■ Operates on 230V ac 
• upply. 
The New Heathkit Stereo Tape Recorder has built-in audio 
amplifiers and speakers giving you complete recording and playback 
facilities in one compact cabinet that's easy to carry from room to room 
or house to house. The kit is complete with a good quality moving coil 
mono microphone. 5}" spool of long play (1,200 feet) magnetic tape and 
one spare spool. Cabinet finished in Black Rexine with Grey panel- 
Versatile Recording Facilities. The Heathkit Recorder can record 
" live " from microphones or from auxiliary sources such as radio tuners, 
records, etc., and playback ... in i track stereo or mono at either 71, 
3} or IJ ips. And you can make sound-on-sound recordings by playing 
back through one channel and recording through the other channel . . . 
stereo record and playback . . . mono record and playback on either 
channel. 
Other Features. Two audio amplifiers produce 4 watts rms per channel 
into two high efficiency 8" x 5" speakers giving high quality sound in a 
portable instrument. Gives startling realism to stereo reproduction . . . 
jacks are provided for connecting to external speakers if required. 
Moving coil level indicator for visual monitoring of recorded signal level. 
Separate inputs and controls for microphones and auxiliaries, separate 
outputs for speakers/headphones and external amplifiers ... all front- 
panel mounted for easy access. Ganged controls for easy operation. 
So Easy to Build. . . the Heathkit way! Simple step-by-step instructions 
and large pictorial diagrams in the manual show you where every part 
goes. . . tell you exactly what to do . . . guide you every step of the way. 
No special skills or technical knowledge required. 

IG—Tfii'1 ^ee Britain's Finest Range 

^ iuf of Hi-Fi • RADIO ■ TAPE 
in the latest FREE Catalogue 

s3\p.\ 

To DAYSTROM LTD.. T.I I Gloucester Telephone 29451 t 
□ Please send my FREE BRITISH HEATHKIT Catalogue 

! Q Please send model  j 
I Enclosed is £ s d plus postage and packing. 
| Name   ( 
J Address   j 

Prices and speci/icoffons subject to change without prior notice. I 

CHAPMAN 

transistorised stereo 

tuners 
NOW MADE BY RESLOSOUND 

MODEL 2005 FULLY TRANSISTORISED 
AM/FM RADIO TUNER WITH IMPROVED PERFORMANCE 

• Two short, medium 
and long wavebands   
and FM. Stereo re- 
ception (decoder) op- 
tional extra. • Meter for visual tun- 

• tic switching for local station and dis- 
tant reception. • Universal AC mains 
input: I00-I2S V and 
200-250 V50-6 • Built c< 
medium specification 
able operation in most 
parts of the World. 
Without decoder £58/10 -f P.T. £14/5/2 
With decoder £67 + P.T. £16/6/7 

\C mams , 125 V and IB 
)-60 c/s. m 
a good T 
tropical 

i for reli- m 

FM 1000 FM 1005 
Also available the standard AM/FM tran- 
sistorised tuner, long, medium and short wavebands, type FMI005A. and the 
FM only model FM I0O0A. 

© Chapman 

RESLOSOUND 

microphones 
PRECISION ENGINEERED 

GIVE THE SENSITIVE ACOUSTICAL PERFORMANCE 
REQUIRED TODAY 

CPD 2 Cardioid Pencil Dynamic Microphone— improved version of the well known Reslo CPD 
microphone. Most suitable for:— 
High Quality Music Recording. General Sound Reinforcement. 
Loud close singing or speaking if used with an 
amplifier incorporating reasonable bass cut. 
Frequency response is smooth over the range 70 c s to 
16 Kelt. Rear response better than 20 dB below the front from 
100 c/s to I Kc/$ and over 14 dB from I Kc,s to 16 Kc/s 
dropping to 30 dB at upper prcsccnce frequencies. 

Impedance values: CPD2/L—30/50 ohms or 600 ohms supplied with 18 ft. of dual impedance cable £I7/IS 
CP02/M—200 to 300 ohms £17/10 
CPD2/H—30/50 ohms or Hi—Z 
Appropriate cable set to order £17/15 

MPD2 
An inexpensive small omni-directional micro- 
phone for hand held use, weighing 2|oz. only. 
Frequency response: 200 c/s to IS Kc/s + 4dB ref. I Kc/s. 

58dB below IV/dyne/cm* (High 
Available in cither high or low 

Complete with 18 ft of directly con- nected screened cable: Low impedance 
—MPD2/L(40 ohms) £5/10 High impedance—MPD2/H (S0K 
ohms) £6/10 
RBT 
World Famous Miniature Ribbon Type RBT 
For natural sound reinforcement and recording pur- 
poses where bi-directional pick-up is an advantage. 
Frequency response 40-16,000 c/s variable at will by fitting of "acoustic correction pads." Impedances and 
Prices. Low £13/2/6 
Medium and High £13/8 
Switched £16/0/6 and £16/5/6 
Broadcasting version type VRT also available with 
superlative reproduction over 30-16,000 c/s. As used 
by the BBC. Low and Med impedances only £18/18. 

Sensitivity: impedance). 
impedance. 

In addition to their World famous series of bi-directional and cardioid Ribbon 
Microphones Reslo manufacture a complete range of public address amplifiers and 
loudspeakers—line source and reflex horns. 

Write or telephone for fullest particulars 
RESLOSOUND LIMITED 
SPRING GARDENS . LONDON ROAD . ROMFORD 
ESSEX Tel.; Romlord 61926 (3 lines) Telex: 25356 

faglo m ^0° 
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AUDIO AIDS FOR 

TAPE RECORDER 

USERS 

Save wear-improve recording and 

reproduction 

Use a Bib 
Tape Head 
Maintenance Kit 
Cleans easily tape 
heads and all parts 
of the tape path. 
Approved by the Technical Editors 
Journals. 
Size E contains in a plastic wallet 2 each Applicator & 
Polisher Tools, 10 Applicator & Polisher Sticks, double 
ended brush, packet of cleaning tissues, bottle of Bib 
Cleaner and full instructions. 16/6 inc. P.T. 

Edit tapes easily-use all odd lengths 

m HtniflNM CUum 

the Audio 

1(2) RECORDING TAPE SPLICER 

•tESL-^l I 
H1' (if -- y 

Bib Tape Splicers 
have tape clamps 
which secure the 
tape without 
damage, whilst 
cutting and joint- 
ing are easily undertaken. Chrome plated, plastic 
coated non-slip base, razor cutter. May be mounted 
direct on the tape deck. Model 20 for J" tape, 19/6d. 
Model 21 Video J" Tape Splicer Kit also available. 

Essential accessories 

Bib Recording 
Tape Cutters 
Set of four stainless 'fvT 
steel cutlers, with mUB* 
special plastic grip, for all types 
of magnetic recording tape. 
Price 2/1 Od. inc. P.T. 

Bib Flex Shorteners 
Shorten with- 
out cutting, 
audio cables 
and flexes. 
Packet of 4 
Bib Flex 
Shorteners 2/6. 

Bib Wire 
Strippers & Cutters 
Strips flex and 
cable without 
nicking the wire 
and cuts wires 
cleanly. 
Model 8 Bib Wire 
Stripper A Cutter 
is instantly 
adjusted lor 8 
gauges. 9/6. 
Models 
is pre-set for any 
thickness. 4/6 

J 

Obtainable from most audio stockists. 
If in difficulty write to: 
BIB DIVISION MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD. 
HEMELHEMPSTEAD HERTS 

Where can you get a 

STEREO TAPE RECORDER 

with this specification, 

and at these prices, but 

from HEATH KIT? 

Kit £58 incl. P.T. P.P. 10/6 

Ready to Use £70.6 incl. P.T. P.P. 10/6 

FOR THIS SPECIFICATION 
■ J track stereo or mono record and 
playback at TJ, 3J and l§ ips ■ Sound-on- 
sound and sound-with-sound capabilities ■ Stereo record, stereo playback, mono 
record and playback on either channel ■ 18 transistor circuit for cool, 
instant and dependable operation ■ Moving coil record level 
indicator ■ Digital counter with 
thumb-wheel zero reset ■ Stereo 
microphone and auxiliary inputs and controls, speaker headphone 
and external amplifier outputs ... 
front panel mounted for easy 
access ■ Push-button controls for 
operational modes ■ Built-in 
stereo power amplifier giving 4 
watts rms per channel ■ Two high efficiency 8 in. by S in. 
speakers ■ Operates on 230V ac supply. 

The New Heathkit Stereo Tape Recorder has built-in audio 
amplifiers and speakers giving you complete recording and playback 
facilities in one compact cabinet that's easy to carry from room to room 
or house to house. The kit is complete with a good quality moving coil 
mono microphone, 5}" spool of long play (1,200 feet) magnetic tape and 
one spare spool. Cabinet finished in Black Rexine with Grey panel. 

Versatile Recording Facilities. The Heathkit Recorder can record 
" live " from microphones or from auxiliary sources such as radio tuners, 
records, etc., and playback ... in i track stereo or mono at either 7%, 
3} or IJ ips. And you can make sound-on-sound recordings by playing 
back through one channel and recording through the other channel . . . 
stereo record and playback . . . mono record and playback on either 
channel. 
Other Features. Two audio amplifiers produce 4 watts rms per channel 
into two high efficiency 8" x S" speakers giving high quality sound in a 
portable instrument. Gives startling realism to stereo reproduction . . . 
jacks are provided for connecting to external speakers if required. 
Moving coil level indicator for visual monitoring of recorded signal level. 
Separate inputs and controls for microphones and auxiliaries, separate 
outputs for speakers/headphones and external amplifiers ... all front- 
panel mounted for easy access. Ganged controls for easy operation. 

So Easy to Build ... the Heathkit way! Simple step-by-step instructions 
and large pictorial diagrams in the manual show you where every part 
goes. . . tell you exactly what to do. . . guide you every step of the way. 
No special skills or technical knowledge required. 

See Britain's Finest Range 

of Hi-Fi - RADIO • TAPE 
in the latest FREE Catalogue 
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To: AGFA-GEVAERT LIMITED, Magnetic Tape 
Division, Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex. 
Please sene me my FREE copy ot Agfa Magneton Magazine. 

ADDRESS 
PROVED BY THE 
PROFESSIONALS 

tm 

TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 

[Liverpool Street Station; 

228 BISHOPSGATE 

LONDON, E.G.2. 

Tel. 01-247 2609 

Opposite Liverpool Street Station 

Hours of Business: 

MONDAY TO FRIDAY 
9 a.m. to 6 p.m. 

Closed all day Saturday 

OPEN 

SUNDAY 

10 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Part of the Nusound Organisation 

At the City Tape Recorder Centre you can 
see one of the finest selections of tape 
recorders on display in London. Every lead- 
ing make and model from Akai to Vortexion. 

SPECIAL OFFERS- 
B&O 2000 DE LUXE TAPE RECORDERS 

at Che Prc-Budget price of £145 Also Tandberg at I0S gns. 
Buy now while stocks last and save from £21 to £40 ! 

We are easy to get to being almost opposite Liverpool 
St. Station (see diagram above) and remember we are 
the only tape recorder specialists in Gt. Britain open 
on Sunday! 
Do your weekly rush shopping on Saturday with your wife 
and visit us on Sunday at your leisure! 
# GENEROUS PART EXCHANGES 

9 FREE AFTER SALES SERVICING 
® UNBEATABLE SPECIAL OFFERS 
^ EXPERT STAFF EXPERT ADVICE 
WE OPERATE A PERSONAL EXPORT SCHEME- 

SAVING UP TO 20% ON LIST PRICE 

■■■ 
Our manager Bob 
Hookings is a keen tape 
recording enthusiast. 
Bang & Olufsen's arc 
his speciality, having used B. & O. equipment 
for several years his 
knowledge of this won- 
derful range is second to 
none. Ho is able to give 
personal callers his experc advice (please 
avoid telephoning) not 
only on B. & O. but on 
any other recorder suit- 
able to your individual 
requirements and pocket. 

WHEN IN THE CITY - CALL IN AT THE CITY! 

THE BANG & OLUFSEN SPECIALISTS 
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CLASSIFIED 

ADVERTISEMENTS 

FOR SALE 
BLACKBURN has Lancashire's 

leading Hi-Fidelity/Tape Recorder 
stockists and Electronic Engineers at 
HOLDINGS AUDIO CENTRE. 
MINCING LANE/DARWIN STREET. 
BLACKBURN (Tel 59595). 

MINIFLUX 4-Track stereophonic/ 
monophonic record / playback 
heads. List Price 6 gns.—Special 
Oiler 55/- each. MINIFLUX 4- 
Track slereophonlc/monophonic 
Fetrile Erase Heads. List Price 
£3 10s. — Special Oiler 32/6 
each, or supplied together (one 
ol each) at £3 17s. 6d. SKN4 
i-Track stereophonic record/play 
heads lor Transistor Circuits 
55/- each. Also i-Track and lull- 
track monophonic Ferrlta Erase 
Heads complete with technical 
specilications. SAE lor details. 
LEE ELECTRONICS, 400 Edgware 
Rd., Paddlngton 5521. 

REPAIRS 
OUR MODERN SERVICE DE- 

PARTMENT equipped with the latest 
test equipment including a wow and 
flutter meter and multiplex Stereo 
Signal Generator is able to repair Hi 
Fi and Tape Recording Equipment to 
manufacturer's standard TELESONIC 
LTD., 92, Tottenham Court Road, 
London. W.I. 01-656 8177. 

SERVICE and professional Indepen- dent evaluation of •' quality " equip- 
ment, also manufacture of specials. 
On-site service by appointment. H.F. 
ENGINEERING. 3 Willowbank. Sun- 
bury-on-Thames. Middlesex. Tele- phone 83232 ( 24 hr. service). 

TAPE RECORDS 
Every pre-recorded tape available 

In Britain Is listed in the complete 
TELETAPE catalogue at 2s. post tree, 
tree. 

Vast selection of Mono and Stereo 
tapes. Send now for your copy by 
return to: Mall Order Dept., TELE- 
TAPE Ltd.. 11, Redvers Road, Lon- 
don. N.22, or call at our Marble Arch 
or Shaftesbury Avenue Showrooms. 

ABSOLUTELY EVERY AMERICAN 
4 TRACK STEREO TAPE released in 
America can be obtained through our 
special postal service. For complete 
and up-to-date catalogue of all re- 
leases send only 4s. to; MUSIC 
U.S.A.. 146a, Lower Baggot Street. 
Dublin 2, Ireland. 

MISCELLANEOUS 
ALWAYS BE CAREFUL (and money 

wise) before buying quality equip- 
ment. Send your requirement list 
to AUDIO SUPPLY ASSOCIATION 
lor evaluation and quotation. See 
below  

HIGHEST CASH PRICES offered 
for good quality Tape Recorders and 
Hi-Fi. See our advert page 454 this 
issue. R.E.W., 26G-8, Upper Tooting 
Road, London. S.W.17. 

IF QUALITY MATTERS consult first 
our 70-pafle illustrated catalogue 
with technical specifications (5s. 6d.) and equipment housing guide 
(is. 9d.). Members enjoy unbiased advisory service, preferential cash 
terms. Membership 7s. 6d. Our 
Associates also manufacture records 
from your own tapes, or record the 
Master at our studios (Steinway 
Grand). Bulk terms for choirs 
fund-raising. Please specify require- 
ments. AUDIO SUPPLY ASSOCIA- 
TION, 18, Blenheim Road, London, 
W.4. 995 1661. 

The Proprietors of British Patent 
No. 958622 for "DEVICES FOR 
STABILIZING A CONTACT BE- 
TWEEN A MAGNETIC HEAD AND 
A MAGNETIC TAPE," desire to 
enter into negotiations with a firm or 
firms for the sale of the Patent, or 
for the grant of Licences thereunder. 
Further particulars may be obtained 
from Marks & Clerk, 57-58, Lincoln's 
Inn Fields, London, W.C.2. 

TAPE DUBBING 
E.R.S. RECORDS: TAPE/DISC 

Varl-groove High Leve' Recordings 
with WIDE FREQUENCY RANGE. Top 
quality pressings. 162, SHIRLAND 
ROAD, LONDON, W.9. 

JOHN HASSELL RECORDINGS. 
Tape-lo-DIsc Service using latest high 
level dlsc-cutling system. Quality 
pressings made. Studio with Bech- 
sfein Grand Mobile unit. 21, Nassau 
Road. London, S.W.13. Riverside 
7150. 

YOUR TAPES lo DISC, 7 In. 45— 
I8s.. 10 in. LP—48s., 12 in. LP— 
5Ss. 4-day postal service. Top pro- 
fessional quality. SAE pholo leaf- 
let: DEROY STUDIOS, High Bank, 
Hawk St., Carnforth, Lanes. 

GRAHAM CLARK RECORDS. 
Tape to Disc—Pressings. Top quality 
yet lowest prices in country. 7' 45 
from 12/6. Small studio available. 
S.A.E. LEAFLET. 23, THE GROVE, 
WALTON-ON-THAMES, Surrey. 
TEL: WT25627. 

MAILWAY LOW COST TAPES 
Supplied in strong Boxes with length of leader. 
Fully guaranteed. Free index with each order. 
7" Mylar 2400 ft. 21/- 5* Mylar 1200 ft. 16/6 
r Mylar 1800 ft. 16/3 5' Mylar 900 ft. 11/3 
r Mylar 1200 ft. 11/6 5* Mylar 600 ft. 9/6 
r Acetate 1800 ft. 12/6 5' Acetate 900 ft. 8/6 
7* Acetate 1200 ft. 10/- 5' Acetate 600 ft. 8/- 
Post and Packing 2/- per order. Send S.A.E. for Tape and 

Accessories Catalogue to 
"MAILWAY" (TRM), I, Icknield St., Dunstable, Beds. 

J. & B. RECORDINGS. Tape to 
Disc—latest high level disc cutting, 
all speeds. Mastering, pressings, 
studio, mobile. 14, Willows Avenue, 
Morden, Surrey. Telephone; 648 9952. 

WANTED 
GOOD QUALITY TAPE RECORDERS 

PURCHASED FOR CASH. TELE- PHONE 01-472 2185. 

George Mitchell Minstrel enthusiast 
requires Tape Recordings of BLACK 
and WHITE MINSTREL shows re- 
cently televised on BBC 1. Please 
write to Box No. 485. 

TAPE EXCHANGES 
FRIENDLY FOLK ASSOCIATION. 

Torquay (Esl. 1943). Social intro- 
ductions, Pen-friends. Book-lovers, 
Stamps, Photography, Tapesponding. Members 100 countries. 

MAKE INTERESTING NEW 
FRIENDS. Trial introductions free. 
VCC, 34, Honeywell, London, S.W.11. 

Tapespondents. Free Sound Maga- zines. FAR & WIDE RECORDING 
CLUB. Eccles. Maidstone. Details 
free. SAE please. 

All ages; all occupations: all 
inlerests;all creeds found In Britain's 
largest TAPE-X-CHANGE WORLD- 
WIDE TAPE TALK. 35 The Gardens. 
Harrow. Particulars 4d. stamp. 

EDUCATIONAL 

Tapespond with the COUNTRY OF 
YOUR CHOICE by means ol ESPER- 
ANTO. Details of Correspondence 
Courses from British Esperanto 
Association (TR), 140 Holland Park 
Avenue, London, W.11, 

WIMBLEDON'S TAPE RECORDER CENTRE 
SKILLED TAPE RECORDER REPAIRS carried out by expert 
personnel of many years' experience backed by extensive test 
equipment—Wow & Flutter Meter, Audio Valve Voltmeter, 
Audio Generator, Oscilloscope, etc. with final test performance 
figures quoted if required. Ferrograph specialists. 

Tape Recorder Centre TEL-LEE-RADIO 
220 The Broadway, Wimbledon, S.W.19. 01-542 4946 

o 

OpporMies in fape-recordlng 
The Tape Manufacturing Company, a subsidiary 
of the E.M.I. Group, is expanding its activities 
and has immediate vacancies for;- 

INSTRUWIENT 
ENGINEER (VIDEO) 
To maintain, repair and 
modify Video recording 
equipment and ancillary 
instruments used in the 
production evaluation of 
Video recording tape. 
Applicantsshould be quali- 
fied to H.N.C. standard in 
Electrical Engineering and, 
preferably, have some 
knowledge of. mainten- 
ance procedures and of 
the mechanical operation 
of Video tape transports. 

SERVICE 
ENGINEER 
To service electronic con- 
trol equipment used for 
testing Computer tapes, 
by using normal fault 
finding techniques. 
Applicants, aged 25-45, 
must have good practical 
ability and preferably be 
qualified lo O.N.C. stan- 
dard. A knowledge of the 
electronic test equipment 
used in the manufacture of 
magnetic tapes would be 
a definite advantage. 

Applications, giving brief details of qualifications and experience to; 

E32n 
M. L WATERS • GROUP PERSONNEL DEPT- E.M.I. LTD 
BLYTH ROAD ■ HAYES • MIDDLESEX trm/II/cs 
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| The Berean (NON-DENOMINATIONAL) 

J Forward Movement 
Loan of over 1,000 reliable expositions of the Bible avail- = 
able on tape (3i ips) for cost of postage only. For Bible = 
Study groups or private meditation. Supporting literature = 
also available. Details from: Miss R. Hammond (TRM), = 
Burwood, Blofiold, NORWICH, Norfolk. NOR 84Z. = 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii[iiiiiiii)iii!iMiiiimiijiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii~ 

PLEASE MAKE USE OF THE 

ADVERTISEMENT INQUIRIES 

COUPON BELOW 

Complete details of products in which you 

are interested, fill in your name and address, 

fold and post. No stamp required when 

posted in U.K. 

Turn your tape recorder into a powerful 
learning machine 

Send now for Catalogue of Accessories such as Time Switches, Pillow Speakers, 
Special Tapes for Learning, Language Courses, GCE Courses, etc. If you do 
not already have a tape recorder we can supply an all-British machine for only 
25 gns. Credit Terms available. Get with it! Take advantage of these new, 
simpler, faster educational techniques. Courses and Accessories now also 
available for Cassette Recorders. 

INSTITUTE OF TAPE LEARNING 
(TRM) 1S3 Fellows Road, London, N.W.3. Telephone: 01-722 3^14 

To all TAPE Recordists: 
BUY BRITISH 

YOU SAVE MONEY AND 
PREVENT IMPORTS 

I in backing Britain 

I place this second 
order after bavins com- 
plete satisfaction with 
previous tapes distribu- 
ted by your company. 
The playbacks are 
crystal clear and I am 
sure no better results 
could be obtained by 
other dearer brands on 
the market. 
Yours sincerely, 

W.S.. Hants. 

New 3' 5" Si' 
Standard 
Play each 

3 for 
6 for 

ISO' 
V- 5/9 

1113 

600' 
5/4 16/- 3119 

850' 
7/- 20/- 

39/6 

1200' 
8/6 

25/- 
49/- 

Long Play each 
3 for 6 for 

1W 
31- 
816 

16/9 

900' 
7/6 22/- 

43/3 

1200' 
9/4 

27/9 
54/9 

1800' 
12/6 
36/9 
72/6 

Double Play each 
3 for 
6 for 

300' 
413 

1213 
2416 

1200' 
II/. 

32/3 
6319 

1800' 
15/- 44/- 
87/- 

2400' 19/9 
58/3 

1/5/3 

i^lorn Crabing Co.^ 
Mora Works, Mora Road, N.W.2  

Postage 1/6 per order. 
Posted the same day. 
Triple play list free. 

I should like further information about 

Messrs  's advertisement 

ADVERTISEMENT INQUIRIES 

SERVICE 
f should like further information about 

Messrs  "s advertisement 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  enables 
fuller 

ADDRESS 

November 1968 

This is a special service for readers of 
" TAPE Recording Magazine." It 

you without cost to get 
information about those 

products in which you are particularly 
interested. Fill in one coupon below 
for each inquiry, with your name and 
address in block capitals in each case. 
Then cut out the whole of this section, 
following the dotted line, fold as 
indicated overleaf and post to us. 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  

ADDRESS   

November 1968 

I should like further information about 

Messrs  's advertisement 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  

ADDRESS   

I should like further information about 

Messrs  "s advertisement 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  

ADDRESS   

I should like further information about 

Messrs  's advertisement 

on page of TAPE Recording Magazine 

about  (product) 

NAME  

ADDRESS   

November 1968 November 1968 November 1968 
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Auc 

Mq^Deq 

DID YOU KNOW— 

• That TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE 
was the First Publication of its kind 
in Europe. 

• That it is still the Best Tape Record- 
ing Magazine. 

• That it is the only Tape Recording 
Magazine staffed by Enthusiasts for 
Enthusiasts. 

• That you can ensure receiving your 
regular monthly copy by handing 
your newsagent the coupon below. 

« THAT TAPE RECORDING MAGAZINE 

IS STILL ONLY 2/- MONTHLY. 

TO MY NEWSAGENT 

I would like to be sure of receiving TAPE 
Recording Magazine regularly. 

Please order it for me. 

"I 

NAME  

ADDRESS. 

TAPE Recording Magazine is distributed by Trans-World 
Circulation Co. 
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FIRST FOLD ALONG THIS LINE 
Fold along lines as indicated and then tuck Flap A into Flap B 
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Sanyo puts you in the world class 

V iP^ - ,7r >r -- - 

r) i.. ^ ^ 

_s 

The DC60 solid state 

stereo amplifier/tuner 

• Transistorised circuit 

• Accepts magnetic or 

crystal cartridge 

• Extremely 

low distortion 

• Optimum amplification 

and sensitivity on 

AM, FM,/FM stereo 

Frcquencv Range 
AM 560-185 m 
FM 87.5-110 Mc 
Sensitivity 
AM 800 jiV 
FM 3]iV 
Noise 
-10 dll at 10 K cps 
Rmiiblc 
-10 dB at 50 cps 
Cross Talk 
50 dB at 1,000 cps 

MPX Separation 
Better than 25 dB 
per channel 
at 1,000 cps 

Frequency Response 
80-20,000 cps = 1 <11! 

Oiilpul Impedance 
4 to 16 ohm 

Power Output 
15 Watts per 
channel RMS 

Hermonic Distortion 
Less than 1 % 
at I2W per channel 
Dimensions 
18" wide x 12" deep 
x 6" high 
(460 x 290 x 145mm) 
Weight 
22 lbs. (9.9 kg) 

Recommended 
Retail Price £99 

RELIABILITY IS BUILT IN 

See Sanyo ul any aulhorised dealer. For further infonnalion torile to:./. IF. Cincley, Sales Manager, Electronic Eyuipment Division. 
Marubeni-Jida Co. Ltd., 104 Clap ham Park Road, London, S.W.I. 
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We're giving away 10,000 of these Sf self threading reels. Each one's worth 9/10d. 
All you need to do to get this; fill in the coupon and send it off with the front-end Tartan slip from your purchase of any reel of 

'Scotch' Magnetic Tape of 4" diameter or larger-we'll send you your reel by return. So long as we've got one to send. 
We've only 10,000. So hurry! 

•Automatic wind-on. Just lay tape in hub of spool. The reel then threads itself. »No loose ends. 
• Cuts down tape handling •Maximum tape protection » Fastest known method of threading reel. 

3m 
■HCDdlPANY 
To: Mr. R. Perkins, 3M Company Limited, 
3M House, Wigmore Street, London, Wlfl LET. 
Please send me a free 5}* self threading reeL 
I enclose the front-end Tartan slip from a 4' 
(or larger) reel of 'Scotch' Magnetic Tape. 
NAMt 
ADDRESS 

\ 
This offer aoplies to the U.K. only. 
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3M and 'Scotch' are trademark 
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